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June 15,2009 

Mr. Vincent Sugent 
7768 Pleasant Lane 
Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

AKERS 

ENTAL 

RE: Review of scope of work, specifications (FAA-DTW-ATCT-2697), drawings, and 
other doculnents developed by B. Hebert and D. Morse related to n10ld ren1ediation 
in the DTW ATCT; WME project GC09-8593. 

Dear Vince: 

We have had an 0ppoliunity to review the above n1entioned doculnents. Once again, they 
are exmnples of the Agency's total lack of understanding regarding the situation at the 
DTW ATCT. The best way to describe these doculnents is sloppy. The Agency 
continues to seek out silnple solutions to the cOlnplex problelns that have plagued the 
facility for the past several years. 

The f0f111al Scope of Work (SOW) is laid out in the first pari of the docun1ent. The 
second part of the doculnent is the actual Specifications (FAA-DT\V-ATCT-2697), 
which include a repeat of the entire Scope of Work in its General Requiren1ents section. 
Other areas covered by the Specifications include Then11al and Moisture Protection, 

Windows, Finishes. 

seen a 

o east to a 2' , 
shaft) wall, up to a height 0 f 2', shall vacuun1ed and then wet 
wiped an approved cleaning solution. 
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.. C0111pare this entry to the one Inade for Rooin 527 A that 
o A lnini contaimnent shall be established of a single layer of 6-nlil 

polyethylene sheeting but a negative pressure enclosure systeln is not 
required. any contmninated areas prior to rcnloval. Upon 
c0111pletion, the work area shall be REP A vacuun1ed and then wet wiped 
with a detergent solution. 

o Cleanup and relnoval of lnoisture and n1icrobiological conta111inated 
gypsuln board, shaft liner, and insulation in accordance with the guidelines 
established by the New York City Departlnent of Health Entitled 
Guidelines on Assessment and Remediation of Fungi in Indoor 
Environments (GARFIE) (See Specification Attachn1ent 1). 

o Relnove and replace gypsunl board and insulation totaling approxin1ately 
5 square feet on the south wall, between the east wall and the door to 
P",-oo111527, 2' wide to a height of 18" (surface layer) and 2' Viride to a 

'height of 12" (concealed layer). 

In the above example the authors of the specification are requiring a n1ini enclosure with 
negative pressure for cleaning, yet the enclosure that will be used in conjunction with 
drywall relnoval does not nlerit the protection of negative pressure. This is contrm-y to 
both logical thinking and the New York City (NYC) guidelines they clainl to be 
following. Page 9 of 17 of the NYC guidelines notes in bold print that, "The goal of 
remediation is to remove or dean contaminated materials in a way that prevents the 
emission of fungi and dust contanlinated with fungi from leaving a work area and 
entering an occupied or non-abatenlent area, vvhile protecting the health of workers 
performing the abatement." The relTIoval of dr)'\vall frOln Roonl 527 A is l1luch lnore 
likely to generate dust than the cleaning of drywall in Roonl 328 .As a result, it n1akes 
lnuch n10re sense to put the negative pressure in Roonl 527 A rather than Rooln 328. 
Given that a large nunlber of enlployees at the DTW ATCT are sensitized to the nlold in 
the building it is recolnnlended that any action taken to relnediate lTIoid in this facility be 
conducted under negative pressure. 

Roonl 
the specification for 
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lost, nor do the specifications deal appropriately with how to n1aintain negative pressure 
once the elevator shaft is opened in this and other rooms. 

Specifications for a critical use facility such as this should be written by persons with an 
in-depth knowledge of Inold relnediation and building con1ponents/structures. Tilne and 
tilne again the Agency has shown that they have neither. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Ine if you have questions. 

Sincerely, 

'7v~/tW . 
Michael A. Pinto, CSP, CMP 
CEO 

Attachlnents: . Attachn1ent 1 
Attacmnent 2 
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Attachnlent 1 
I{epresentative with Scope of 

T'he first two requirements in the SOW and the speciilcations for the Jl101d ren1ecliation 
work that would be done in R00111 928 and ROOl11 1028 are the sanle. Both requirements 
indi cate that: 

1. A contail1111ent and negative pressure enclosure systen1 shall be established as 
described in section 113.9 Rel11ediation Area. A deconta111ination unit shall be 
established as described in Section 1 B.1 0 Decontar11ination Area. 

2. Cleanup and reJTIoval of l110isture and microbiological contanlinated gypsun1 board, 
shaft liner, and insulation in the IYfW ATCT roon1S 928, in accordance with the 
guidelines established by the New York City Departnlent oflIealth Entitled 
Guidelines on Assessment and Rernediation o.fFungi in Indoor E"nvirorl111ents 
(GARFIE) attached and incorporated herein by reference (see attachment 1). 

Itel11 3 for RO()l11 928 requires workers to: 

3. Remove and replace gypsun1 board, shaft liner and insulation totaling approximately 
311 square)eet: 

3. 

4. 

a) The ea~t (elevator shaft) wall, 8' wide to a height of 5' (surface layer), 8' wide to 
a height of 4'6" (concealed layer), and 8' wide to a height of4' (shaft liners). 

b) 'rhe south (elevator shaft) wall, 10' wide to a height of 5' (surLlce layer), 10' 
wide to a. height of4'6" (concealed layer), and 10' wide to a height of4' (shaft 
liner). 

c) 'The northwest colun1n bean} enclosure, on the north wall, 6' wide to a height of 3' 
(surface layer), 6' wide to a height of2'6" (concealed layer), and 6' wide to a 
heightof2' (shaft liner). 

d) The west wall, 3' wide to a height of 3' (surface layer), 3' wide to a height of 2' 
(concealed and 3' to a height of2' (shaft 

e) 

wet 
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ISSUES OF COl>JCERN 

1. The drawings for Ramus 928 and 1028 do not indicate the locations of 
decontarnination units. 

2. The drawings do not indicate the location of fungus-contan1inated finish building 
n1aterials that must be ren10ved. 

3. The SOW for Roon1 928 indicates that n1aterials wilI be ren10ved fr0111 the south wall 
of the elevator shaft. The south wall is not accessible fron1 Room 928. In order to 
reach the south wall of the elevator shaft contractors will need to access it fron1 
RoonJs 927 and 927 A. In addition, equipn1ent such as cable trays and transfoD11ers 
will need to be ren10ved in order for contract workers to access the south wall of the 
elevator shaft. 

4. The SOW for Roon1 928 indicates that n1ateria]s wiU be renloved tron) the west wall 
of the elevator shaft. The west wall of the elevator shaft includes the elevator door. 
There is no indication of which side of the doorway n1aterials are to be rC1110ved. Is it 
the north, the south, or both sides of the elevator door? 

5. The SO\V for Roon1 1028 notes in step 3 that "the north wall shaft liner in its entirety 
shall be HEP A vacuun1ed and then wet wiped with an approved cleaning solution." 
Step 5 indicates that the entire north elevator shaft wall will be ren10ved including the 
shaft liner;: Why is the contractor required to clean the shaft liner? In addition, there 
is no indication in the SOW or the drawings that the top of the elevator car will be 
considered part of the negative pressure contailU11ent. 

6. 

One safety concern relates to the lack of fall protection provided to workers once the 
elevator sJiaft is opened. The north, east, and south sides of the shaft are wide enough 
for a person to fall through. Provisions should be n1ade for installing a guardrail 
systen1 or having workers wear personal fall arrest systen1s when they are working on 
top of the e1evator car. If the personal fall arrest systen1 is chosen anchor points n1ust 
be selected in accordance with MIOSHA regulations. 
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Specification 
Microbiological Remediation 

at 
Detroit Metropolitan Airport 

Air Traffic Control rJ'ower 
FAA-DTW-ATCT-2697 

August 08, 2008 
Diane L Morse 

6 of 16 

The following critique will address work specified in the doclllnent referenced above. 
The nlaterial review begins on page 3 of the specifications and continues through the 
entire set of docull1ents. Where possible, iteITIS cited will include a page nun1ber and/or 
title(s) used in the specifications. 

Page 3, ALL FLOORS 

1. This iteln indicates that "all critical penetrations and openings to the work area" shall 
be sealed with "a nIinilTIUll1 of two layers of 6-n1i1 polyethylene". Do these openings 
include doorways? Installing an S-flap door in each door fran1e where work is being 
perfonned is one way of ll1inilnizing the transfer of fungal spores and dust during 
ren1ediation. 

2. This step says, "Remove anyMCM between the bottOln metal runner/track and the 
concrete floor; between the top l1letal nmner/track and the structural deck; and 
between the nletal stud and exterior concrete waJL" Renloving 11101d contarninated 
nlaterials (MCM) in this nlanner is likely to spread contanlination. This step does not 
indicate what level of engineering control should be used during this T~r/"'p",~, 

3. 

up 

in 

Bzoaerosois: 
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• Anlerican Conference of Governnlental Industrial Field Guidefor the 
Determination of Biological Contaminants in Environmental Samples 

• The Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification (HCRC), 5~5 00 
Standard and Reference Guidefor Professional FVater Dmnage Restoration 

• The Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification (HCRC), S520 
Standard and Reference Guidefor Professional Mold Relnediation 

• Alnerican Industrial Hygiene Association, Report ofllificrobial Growth Task 
Force, 

• Environnlental Protection Agency, Mold Remediation in Schools and Commercial 
Buildings 

Several of these docunlents, incl uding the EPA's Mold Rel1'zediation in Schools and 
Commercial Buildings, the ACGIH, Bioaerosols: Assessment and Control, and 
OSHA's A Brie/Guide tv lvivld in the yVorkplace, suggest that UlOId relnedjation 
contractors consider following the requirenlents in several docunlents rather than just 
one. 

4. The requirenlent to discharge HEP A filtered negative pressure equipl1Jent out-of
doors is ill1practical given the fact that floors 3-10 at the DTV! AT'CT have no 
windows Qr exterior doorways. While filtering the air through a second HEP A filter 
provides additional protection it will reduce the airflow and negative pressure inside 
the contai11nlent. 

5. This requir:enlent addresses the renl0val of doors and drywall believed to be nl0Id 
free. Such a provision is dangerous because a thorough nlold assessnlent has not been 
conducted in the DTW ATCT'. The authors are assunling that there is no nlo1d behind 
any of the,partition walls. What plan will be followed if nl0ld is found behind these 
walls? Given the fact that this building is a critical use facility we strongly 
reconl1nend that any drywall renl0val be conducted under negative pressure inside an 
enclosure. 

6. This step requires the contractor to cut a half-inch gap between the bottonl of the 
gypsum board and the concrete Like this aSSUl1les that no 

to 

7. 
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Page 3, ROOM 327 

1. This step states, "The contractor shall provide additional cleaning procedures and 
pipe insulation relTIoval/replacement." Since these n1aterials are likely contarninated 
with fungus (see step 2 for IZOOlTI 327) we recomnlend that this work be conducted 
inside a glovebag systen1 sin1i1ar to ones used by asbestos contractors to remove 
asbestos pipe and fitting insulation. 

Pa~ROOM328 

1. T'his step is curious since it requires the building of a ll1ini-containment and a 
negative pressure enclosure. The author may have intended to require a negative 
pressure Inini-enclosure, but that is speculation. We looked at the attached floor plan 
of 3rd floor but there is nothing on the drawing that indicates where an enclosure 
should be placed once it is built. 

2. This step says that portions of the east and south clevator shaft walls should be HEP i\ 
vacuun1ed and wet wiped with an approved cleaning solution. "rhere are three 
concerns related to this stcp: 

First, according to Section le.8D ofthcse specifications (seepage 13), "No chen1ical 
cleaners, d,isinfectants, Inold inhibitors, fungicides, encapsu1ants, spray adhesives, 
odor n1asl~ing agents, air fresheners or silnilar Inaterials are authorized for use during 
this project. .. " The requiren1cnt further states that the Agency will only allow "sn1a11 
quantities of low odor conSUlner type hand dishwashing detergent n1ay be used when 
n1ixed with water for the purpose of wetting cleaning cloths used for dmnp wiping 
surfaces." 'This is a BAD idea. Previous attenlpts to use this 111ethod inside the 
elevator shaft have increased the fungal contmnination in the elevator shaft, due to the 
fact that re1sidual detergent left by inadequate rinsing becomes Inold fc)od rather than a 
n10ld inhibitor. 

There are a variety of safe cleaning chenlica1s that are available to help contractors 
clean Inold-contanlinatedfinish n1aterials. Properly these are 

as the and disinfectants to clean bathroon1s and 

are 

areas to 
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cleaned what provision are being 111ade to ensure that workers inside the contairllnent 
camlot accidentally enter the elevator shaft? 

Page 4, ROOM 427 

See conlnlents under ROOD1 327. 

Page 4, ROOM 428 

The steps in this section are related to creating a negative pressure enclosure in this roon1 
and renl0ving drywall fron1 the east and south walls of the elevator shaft. A final step 
(3 .c.) requires coordination with the elevator ll1aintenance con1pany for ren10val and 
replacenlent of the elevator shaft liner. This l11eans that the elevator shaft will becon1e 
part of the negative pressure enclosure while the walls are being replaced. However, there 
are no requiretnents in the specificaljons for the elevator n1aintenance personnel to have 
respirator training or n101d training. 

Another concern deals with negative pressure. Once the shaft liner is penetrated the 
negative pressure will plU111n1et because the elevator shaft will effectively becon1e part of 
the negative pressure enclosure. Provisions need to be 111ade to ensure that negative 
pressure will be Inaintained throughout this work effort. 

There are no provisions for fall protection once the wall to the elevator shaft is opened. 
Provisions should be nlade for installing a guardrail systen1 or having workers wear 
personal fall arrest systen1s. If the personal fall arrest systenl is chosen anchor points 
n1ust be selected in accordance with MIOSHA regulations. 

Page 4, ROOM 527 

1. This step states, "A n1ini containnlent shall be established ... but a negative pressure 
enclosure systen1 is not required." Step 4 indicates that approxinlately 15 ft2 of 
drywall will be renloved fron1 this rOOln; however, the work will not be done under 

use of ll1isting on a 
Standard and 
169-170: . 

This is inational. The drywall cleaning that was described in the 
that it be done in a nlini-enclosure. 

particulates during 
denlolition, prior to ren10ving contanlinant or 
is controversial in the renlediation industry. Sonle renlediators 
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routinely advocate using nlisting techniques in the while 
others believe ]TIisting is inappropriate and do not use such 
techniques. 

Sorne docurnents and organizations reCOnllTIend using nlisting 
during lTIold relTIediation. Other research indicates that the 
hydrophobic nature of mold spores and hyphae unreasonably 
prOlTlOtes aerosolization of n101d spores and growth fragll1ents 
during the Inisting process, and introduces nloisture into the work 
environnlent possibly pronl0ting further n10ld growth. Further 
research is needed to detenTline the effectiveness and propriety of 
using n1isting during 11101d relTIediation. Therefore, if deelTIed 
acceptable, in the professional judgnlent of a relnediator, rnisting 
lnay be considered for dust suppression and clean-up purposes, 
when applied in conjunction with adequate engineering controls. 

Spraying, wetting or ]TIisting 11101dy building 111aterials can 
release or disperse lTIold spores, and Inold growth 111ay be 
pronloted by introducing excessive 1110isture. 

10 of 16 

The use ora Inini-co11tainnlent that does not incorporate negativepressure during t/1e 
removal of finish building Inaterials docs not constitute "adequate engineering 
controls," )especially in an air traffic control tower. 

2. The drywail renl0val in this roon1 will involve working around a number of critical 
electrical C0111ponents. There is no nlention of this challenge in the specification, and 
no explanatio11 fro111 the authors on how to conduct the work. 

1. See concenlS raised regarding the specifications related to R00111 

3. The directions in this step are not . The descri phon "Renlove gypsunl 
board and insulation totaling approximately 5 square feet on the south wall, between 

and to 2' of] and 
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Page 5, ROO],yf 627 

See C0111n1ents under Roonl 327. 

Page 5, ROOM 628 

See C0111ments related to IZOOlll 328. 

Page 5, ROOM 727 

See C01l1111ents related to Roonl 327. 

Page 5, ROOM 727A 

See C0111n1ents related to Roonl 328. 

3. (Page 6) The directions in this step are confusing. It says, "The south wall above the 
door to roonl 727, 3 'wide to a height of 3', shall be lIEF A vacuumed and then wet 
wiped with an approved cleaning solution." The drawing included in these 
specificatic)11S indicates that the door leading to Room 727 is on the west wall of 
Roonl 727A, not the south wall. According to the drav/ing the south wall is an 
exterior wall. These directions need to be clarified. 

Page 6, ROOM 728 

See conln1ent~ related to Roonl 328. 

Page 6, ROOM 827 

See C01111nents related to Roonl 327. 

Page 6, ROOM 829 

See C0111111ents. related to ROOln 328. 

2. The directions in this are confusing. 
south wall and otfl1'-I'Yrral 

IS on 

3. 

111 

about which way is 

See con1ments related to roon1 
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Page 6, ROOM 928 

See COn1111ents in AJtachrnent 1. 

Page 7, ROOM 1028 

See COlnn1ents in Attachn1ent 1. 

1 B.2 This it'ClTI indicates that all work will be done in accordance with the New York 
Ci ty Departlnent of Health Guidelines on Assessment and Remediation qfFungi 
in Indoor Environments (GARFIE). Although following the guidance in this 
c10cmnent is ilnportant it is critical to understand that there are additional 
docun1ents that n1ake up the standard of care for the rnold ren1ediation industry. 
rrhese doclunents were listed on pages 1 and 2 of this aitachn1ent. Several of 
these docun1ents, including the EPA's A;fold Remediation in Schools and 
COlnmercial Buildings, the ACGIH's Bioaerosols: Assessment and Control, and 
OSHA's A Brief Guide to lv10ld in the Worl<place, suggest that rnold remediation 
contractors consider following the requiren1ents in several docun1ents rather than 
just one. 

1 B.3D (Page 8) This entry states, "The Contractor shall be certified by the Indoor Air 
Quality Association (IAQA), the Institute of Inspection, Cleaning, and 
Restoration (TICR), the National Duct Cleaning Association (NADCA) or 
equivalent." There are three concerns with this staten1cnt. First, the nan1e of the 
Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration Certification is inaccurately 
written, as is its acronYln (HCRC). Also incorrect is the nalne of the National Air 
Duct Cleaners Association. 

The above requirclnent i111plies that certification through anyone of these three 
organizations is to is incorrect. The 

conducts training. 

water and fire dalnage restoration. 
fron1 cleaning to n10ld remediation. 
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contractors need to ensure that the contractors' en1ployees are trained to conduct 
the appropriate type of work. 

Finally, I'-JADC}\.. has three distinct certifications for individuals: 

4& Air Systenl Cleaning Specialist (ASCS) 
4& Celiified Ventilation Inspector (CVI) 
• Ventilation Systen1 Mold Remediator (VSMR). 

Like IAQA, NADCA does not certify con1panies. NADCA's website deflnes 
Regular Mel11bers as "con1panies that are actively engaged in the business of 
perfornling residential, con1nlercial andlor industrial air duct cleaning services 
while retaining at least one certified Air Systen1 Cleaning Specialist (ASCS) on 
staff at each location." The member organization is not required to have a VSMR 
on staff Finally, cleaning and remediating 11lold contanlinated I-lVAC ducts is 
not the SaI11e as conducting a full l110ld rel11ediation involving evaluation and 
cleaning of contents and the relTIoval of contanlinated finish building 111aterials. 

If the Agency wants to do this properly two contractors will be needed. The first 
contractor will need to have employees that are trained and certified to conduct 
mold rel11ediation. The certifications should conle fron1 recognized industry trade 
associations such as the Restoration Industry Association (RIA), the IICRC, or the 
Anlerican Indoor Air Quality Council. The second contractor should be a 
l11ember ofNADCA and have at least one person on staff that is celiified as an 
ASCS and a VSMR. 

IB.8 (Page 9) This section says that the "contractor shall provide workers and 
govenll11ent representatives with sufficient sets of protective full body clothing. 
Such clothing shall consist of full body coveralls including head covers, foot 
covers and hand covers." ]'his type of disposable clothing does not conle 
equipped with "hand covers", comnl0nly known as gloves. Contractors should 
require their enlployees to wear surgical style gloves under heavier work gloves. 

lB.13 10) The three dOCUlnent entitled Mold Renlediation Project 
Clearance l-l'.C)/;),"f) ,-,'W.w."",-, .... by someone 

not 

es can 
"-1'-' .... ",-'-'--,,,] is completed work area 

contanlination was removed will have no visible dust. In such 
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beneficial to have a significantly longer sampling period to nJ.eet the 
nJ.anufacturer's recOlnmendation that enough particle deposition on the slide is 
produccd so that "the edges of the trace arc sharply defined and the particles 
dispersed well enough to enable good nJicroscopic evaluation" (Air-O-CelJ 

SanJ.pling Cassette Application hrochure Rev. 3). Our 
experience with thousands of post-renJ.cdiation J\jr-O-Cell 
cassettes indicates that a smnple run tinlc tlfteenminutes is appropriate in a 
post-renJ.ediation situation. Any overloading of the salnple with drywall dust or 
other l1J.aierials that would obscure the analysis should not result in a shorter 
sample runtinJ.e but in ilnproved engineering controls and additional cleaning of 
the work area. 

The post-relnediation procedures call for collection of twelve for each 
remediation area: five inside the containment area, outside the containment 
area but inside the huilding, three outside the buIlding, and one lab blank. rrhe 
protocol then notes that "the area will be considered 'clean' thc 
airborne total nJ.o1d spore concentration nleasurcd inside the contaimncnt area 
was not statistically higher than the average airborne concentration nJ.casured 
outside the containlnent area ... " This description again indicates t11at the author 
does not grasp the difference between "clean" and "nornJ.al". COlllparison to 
outdoo,r fLlngal spore concentrations does not necessarily guarantee that a work 
area is clean. Many experts in the nJold relnediation field understand that criteria 
used to judge the effectiveness of renJediation efforts inside containnJ.ent areas 
need tC) be n1uch 1110re stringent than "normal" to be considered clean; and to 
verify that all mold contanJ.ination sources within the containnJ.ent have been 
addressed. 

Even beyond the confusion between clean and nonnal, the protocol author 
further confuses the issue by suggesting that a statistical n1ethod known as the "Z 
test" be used to determine statistical significance when reviewing the post
renJ.ediation san1ples. While this particular process has been validated for 

supporting that it is 

1S 

as a process for flf-'lt-'rl'Yl 

guide notes that the Spearman 
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correlation 111Ust be used v/ith caution. The paragraph following the exanlple 
using the Spearn1an correlation is of patiicular interest: 

A word of caution, however, for interpretation of this particular 
exan1ple and for the conclusions that one 111ight draw froll1 other 
cases. Although the ranking is sin1ilar, the actual species found and 
their concentrations should also be used in drawing conclusions, 
especially when the presence of Stachybotrys chartarum (atra) is 
i:ndicated in the indoor san1ple(s). (page 52) 

One of the reasons for the caution in the AU-IA guide is that the Spearman 
correlation is a non-weighted statistical 111easure. In other words, each data point 
carries the smne weight as every other. Professionals dealing with mold 
contarnination problen1s on a regular basis understand that celiain data points 
need t6 carry 1110re weight for a nleaningful analysis of conditions in buildings 
whereStachybotrys and other toxigenic types of fungi have proliferated
particularly when such buildings have n1ultiple repOlis of occupant illnesses that 
appear to be related to their presence in the structure. 

Page 13, SECTION Ie - SUBMITTALS 

1 C.5 The following entries under this section should be revised. Our suggested 
revision is in italics. 
A. The contractor shall subn1it all the following: 

3. Certificate of training, accreditation, qualification/or the company and/or 
each employee working at this site. 

1 8D This it~n1 states that "no chen1ical cleaners, disinfectants, n101d inhibitors, 
fungicjdes, encapsulants, spray adhesives, odor l11asking agents, air fresheners or 
sin1iIar n1aterials are authorized for use during this project and n1ay not be brought 
onsite .. When approved by the FAA prior to use, sn1all quantities of low odor 
consun1er type hand dishwashing detergent may be used wIlen n1ixed with water 
for the purpose cleaning cloths used damp wiping " 

are concerns 

is to ren10ve fungus-

UV''-''-.Jl .. UV a nutrient source 

as 

such, the 11101d ren1ediation contractor should be to use 
c0111111ercial and/or to accon1plish 

this project where required instead of dish soap. 
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This fonl1 appears to have been filled out incorrectly. 

Section 2 of the forn1 is entitled Facility Procedures. 'rhe instructions below the heading 
state, "Review site specific procedures and considerations with contractor. For 
exan1ple, discuss when or how during the project, en1ergency plans will be usedlrequired. 
After the procedures have been reviewed, perfornl a site walk-through with the 
contractor. " 

One of the listed procedures is Lock Out/Tag Out. The person filling out the forn1 
checked the NI A (not applicable) box. This is in direct contradiction to thc entry n1ade 
on the back side ofthi8 fODn in Section 4 that indicates that the elevator will need to 
locked or tagged out of service during this project. 

Section 4 of this forn1 is entitled Site Safety and Health. The instructions below the 
heading state, "After reviewing the potential hazards and risks in block 3, ensure that the 
contractor has identified n1easures and controls to address applicable site safety and 
health risks (e.g. through discussions, available site safety plans, or other applicable 
dOCl1111ents). In your judg111ent, if the contractor has appropriate ll1easures to address the 
potential project hazards (see block 3), check the appropriate YES boxes below. If a 
potential project hazard has been identified in block 3 and no associated nleasures or 
controls are evident, then check the appropriate NO boxes below. If a NO box is 
checked, use the close-out date box to indicate when appropriate nleasures or con troIs 
have been incorporated into the contractor's site safety and health approach." 

Even though a contract has not yet been awarded for this work we have one concern. The 
entry titled Provisions for GFCI under the Electrical Power SystenlS has the N/A box 
checked. Per OSHA (29 CFR 1926.404(b)(1 )(ii)) ground fault circuit interrupters are 
required to be used during construction projects in conjunction with all 120 volt, single 
phase, 15-20 ampere outlets that are of the for a 

to UA~'~'~'~ 
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY/FUNGAL 
Visual assessment and Consultation 
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport (DTW) 
FA"A, ,A,ir Traffic Control Tower (ATCTj 

At the request of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) the U.S. Public 
Health Service (USPHS), Federal Occupational Health Program (FOH) 
conducted a visual assessment of the FAA Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) 
facility, located at the Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport l DTW) I 

Building 801 in Romulus, MI This request was made in response to 
Indoor Air Quality (lAQ) concerns and reports of possible exposure to 
fungal contaminates from previous mold abatement activities. On 
February 1, 2006, Mr. Stephen Lindsey, under the direction of Captain 
Douglas C. Pickup, MS, CIH, REHS, performed a visual inspection and 
assessment of the entire DTW A TCT. This assessment also focused 
particular attention on conducting an in-depth visual examination of the 
facility's elevator shaft reiative to potential fungal growth or ongoing 
moisture problems. In addition to the visual inspection and assessment, 
several FAA site employees were interviewed and numerous reports and 
documents were reviewed relative to past conditions, mold remediation 
activities and fungal sampling that have taken place in the facility. This 
work was conducted under an Inter Agency Agreement {IAA} between 
FAA and FOH. 

The ATCT facility is a Leo Daily standard design; approxirnately 230' in 
height with a three level base building constructed in 1990. The ATCT 
shaft is constructed of both load 
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Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport iDTW) 
F,A,l, l\ir Traffic Control Tovver (ATCT) 

efforts involved removal of fungal contaminated wall board. At the 
conclusion of the May 2005 remediation activities, CEG conducted air 
sampling for mold and fungi in the facility. This was done to assure that 
the remediation activity had not resulted in an elevated concentration of 
airborne viable organisms in the structure; and that upon conclusion of all 
remediation efforts and all cleaning and re-cleaning, airborne fungi in the 
facility were significantly less than outdoor concentrations and that fungal 
species found inside the building were consistent with those found outside 
the structure. The results of the sampling conducted in the building on 
May 21, 2005 as reported by CEG found that the "average outdoor 
concentration ..... is approximately 24 times greater than indoor 
concentrations" and that "the biodiversity of the fungal taxa identified on 
the 9th Floor ... was similar to that identified in the samples collected 
outdoors". 

Following these projects and activities, a Moisture Assessment Report was 
completed in August 2005. This assessment was conducted by Jacobs 
Facilities Inc. (JFI). The report from this assessment "identified a small 
amount of mold growth in a few localized areas of interior surface gypsum 
wallboard in the elevator shaft liner, primarily at levels 6-9 of the ATCT. 
The mold \.vas observed on the surface paper of the waiiboard and did 
not appear to penetrate the surface". The report goes on to note that 
some dry water stained areas were observed in the elevator shaft "but no 
mold growth was apparent". At the conclusion of this assessment JFI 
concluded that "the minor mold conditions noted on a few areas of the 
elevator shaft wall does not appear 1"0 pose a health concern to the 

The 

the exterior of the building was and a 
through of the interior of the facility was cornplei'ed 
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of concern. During this walk-through measurements for temperature (T), 
Relative Humidity (RH), carbon monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (C02) 
were conducted. Moisture content measurements were performed on 
wallboard throughout the structure and elevator shaft. In addition an 
inspection was conducted of the facility Heating, Ventilation, and Air 
Conditioning (HVAC) systems and mechanical rooms. Following the walk
through the facility, an inspection of the elevator shaft was completed 
at 10:00 pm. An out-briefing was held with the above mentioned staff 
and the NATCA Consultants CIH and NISC contractori Mr. Mousa Abuzir. 
During this out-briefing the safety of the shaft in regards to fungal 
contamination and employee health concerns was discussed. At that 
time it was conveyed to the NA TCA representative that in the opinion of 
FOH there was no apparent conditions that would be adversely affecting 
the health of the FAA ernp/oyees In the faciiity or the NATCA 
representatives conducting the inspection of the facility. This was done 
prior to the NATCA representative's inspection of the elevator shaft later 
that evening . 

. §J During the inspection of the exterior of the building, 
several areas were observed where water infiltration could occur in the 
building. This included the following areas: 

1. On the Cab floor level while accessing the Catwalk, it was found 
that the caulking used to joints of the exterior 
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lighting, cameras, doors, windows, and HV AC and utility 
penetrations and flashing. 

In addition, evidence of where standing water or ponding had occurred 
was observed in several areas on the decking floor and in locations where 
pipe and cable penetrated thru the floor deck. Water staining and water 
trails were observed on the ceiling of the balcony from possible wind and 
heavy or driving rains. 

B. Facility Interior. A walk-through of all floors and a visual assessment of 
a/l areas which had previously undergone mold abatement was 
conducted. During this walk-through assessment of the following 
environmental conditions were recorded: 

1. Temperature (FO) in the facility ranged from 64 FO to 72.5 FO; 
2. Relative humidity (RH) averaged between 31% and 35%; 
3. Carbon dioxide (C02) concentrations ranged between 648 and 

660 parts per million (ppm); and 
4. Carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations were at 0 ppm. 

These IAQ measurements were collected using a TSi Q-TrockTM IAQ 
Monitor, Model 8554. C02 is measured using a Non-Dispersive Infrared 
(NDIR) sensor with a range of 0-5000 ppm. It is accurate to +/-3% of the 
reading +/- 50 ppm at 77 Fo, and has a resolution of 1 ppm. Temperature 
is measured using a Thermistor sensor with a range of 32 to 122 of, an 
accuracy of 1.0 OF, and a resolution of 0.1 of. Humidity is measured using 
a thin-film sensor with a range of 5 RH, with an of 

1% 
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employees in the facility during the abatement activities of affected 
gypsum wallboard on the 3rd , 4th and 9th Floors. 

During the various abatement projects approximately 2' of water 
damaged and/or mold contaminated wallboard was removed above 
the floor decking. From our evaluation it was found that when new 
wallboard was installed in the abated areas, it was done so in a manner 
that has the wall board in direct contact with the floor decking in many 
areas, This direct contact allows for a '\Aiicking" of moisture the 
wallboard and the floor to occur should the floor become wet or if gross 
moisture intrusion were to occur in these areas. Typical installation allows 
a lh" to %" gap between the bottom of the wallboard and the floor, 
providing for a natural moisture barrier between wall and floors. 

Dried moisture staining was observed on the structural beams 
wallboard along ceilings on the interior walls on many of the floors. These 
signs of moisture intrusion appear to be similar in size and location on all 
floors and are confined to the interior core walls of the structure. Similar 
signs of staining can be found within the elevator shaft in similar locations. 
The exterior walls are of concrete and were free from staining. In the 

, interviews with the facility staff there was no known or recorded occasions 
where flooding or significant water damage had occurred in the facility. 

During the survey moisture readings were made on wallboard surfaces 
throughout the interior of the facility. Special attention was placed on 
making readings in water stained areas or 

moisture of the 
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levels in various building materials through non-invasive contact. The 
meter sends a signal through the material being tested and responds to 
on electromagnetic "echolf (Copyright 2005, De/mhorst Instrument Co. 9). 
The feedback is displayed in terms of a numeric, relative value over the 
range of 0-200, where lower readings indicate drier conditions than higher 
readings. This information helps the user determine if a moisture problem 
exists, and whether to proceed with more extensive pin meter 
measurements (Pin Mode). The "ALARM" feature in the meter provides the 
user with a set point, at which readings above a specified value 
(considered "WET" or unacceptable) generate an audible alarm. 
Threshold values range from 0.05% Me to 39.5% MC in the II pin mode" 
and 150 on a relative scale in the "scan mode 

All records and visible observations indicated that the facility is very well 
maintained and operated. All unoccupied areas of the ATCT were found 
to be clean and free of house keeping issues. 

Elevator The observation of the elevator shaft was conducted 
with the Elevator Maintenance Contractor (hereafter referred to as the 
Operator) operating the elevator from the roof of the elevator car 
traveling from floor to floor beginning at the CAB level. The shaff wall 
surface is covered with unpainted "Fire Rated" gypsum wallboard. 
Located at the floor levels within the shaft are several areas of visible 
moisture staining and water trailing. This staining or trailing begins at each 
of the floor decks and travels down to the next floor, with visible signs of 
dried mold growth at approximately 2' to 3' around the floor deck. This 
dry or dormant visible fungal material within the is what would 

on numerous areas 
shaft, Again these reading levels well 
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MoistureCheck alarm level «0.05% moisture content) indicating essentially 
dry wallboard. 

A t the ceiling level of several floors within the shaft a small HV AC supply 
and return was found, reportedly dedicated to the elevator shaft to 
temper the environment of the shaft. These supply and return ducts were 
found to be clean and free from dust, debris, and fungal growth. The 
elevator shaft pit was clean and free from debris. 

In the interview with facility staff, there were reports and concerns that the 
size of the fungal affected areas within the elevator shaft were growing 
and becoming darker. By interviewing the Operator while inspecting the 
shaft it was discovered that this information originated with Operator 
and was conveyed by him directly to the FAA staff. While the intentions 
the Operator were good, his estimations of the mold growth 
areas were conducted in a size restricted area with limited light and 
visibility. This coupled with his lack of experience and training in indoor 
mold issues and due to the fact that he is not a trained and qualified 
environmental professional, resulted in the transfer of inaccurate 
information concerning the areas of concern. It is the opinion of FOH that 

.1 these areas of old mold growth are not currently viable or "growing". This 
conclusion ;s based on observation of the areas and to the fact that 
all measurements indicate that wallboard throughout the facility and in 
elevator shaft is currently very dry and there is no evidence of an ongoing 
source of moisture which would is required by all fungal organisms to 
remain viable. 
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,V. Conclusions 

As a result of the evaluation conducted by FOH prior to and on February 
1, 2006 at the FAA DTW ATCT it is concluded that a gross moisture intrusion 
event occurred at some point in the past and was associated with the 
majority of the floors around the core of the building. This conclusion is 
based on the water staining in similar locations on the interior walls and 
within the elevator shaft. This moisture intrusion resulted in water 
damaged building materials and signs of artificial mold growth inside the 
structure. 

It is further concluded from the assessments, reviews and interviews 
conducted, that the remedial activities to abate the water damaged 
building material and fungal issues at the faciiity were conducted 
properly and within IIBest Practice" of the FAA and contract industrial 
hygiene professional involved in these efforts. Since there are no federal 
regulations regarding the issue of fungal contamination and or exposure 
levels, the industry follows various guidelines such as the New York City 
Department of Health 2004 Guidelines for Assessment and Remediation of 
Stachybotrys atra in Indoor Environments; and Remediation of Microbial 
Contamination and Bioaerosols - Assessment and Control issued by the 
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH). It is 
the opinion of FOH that these industry standard guidelines were followed 
during all remediation activities conducted by FAA at the ATCT. These 
guidelines indicate that the remedial activities can be safely conducted 
by maintenance workers without any containments or precautionary 

for areas less than feet (ff2) 

r"'TI'~=r-r=r-' area in a 
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fungal spores and debris, thoroughly clean the containment; and then 
use sampling and analysis along with the oversight of the events to 
determine if the efforts have been successful. The analysis interpretation 
must be done by a qualified professional in order to make the 
determination that the efforts were successful and completed according 
to industry standard protocols. In review of all data provided, these 
abatement activities were successful. The ongoing daily effort of FAA in 
the monitoring and inspection of the facility for water damage or fungal 
grov/th is in line vvith FOH standard recommendations and follows "Best 
Practice" of the profession. 

The reports of gross fungal contamination from the abatement activities 
within the facility are very difficult to determine as all remedial efforts 
appear to have been conducted properly. In addition any remaining 
fungal debris within the elevator shaft is minimal in on area non-accessible 
to employees. Airborne sample results taken following the last 
abatement event, indicate that airborne fungal concentrations inside the 
A TCT were 24 times less than the concentrations found outside the Tower 
and that the biodiversity of the organisms found inside the building and 
outside the facility were similar. It is our opinion that if this sampling were 
conducted at this point in time the results would be similar; in that the 
airborne fungal concentrations inside the facility would be significantly less 
than those found outside the structure and that the biodiversity of the 
types of fungi preset would be similar or consistent. 
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In summary, the abatement activities conducted at this facility were 
performed properly and in a safe manner fa ensure the health and safety 
of the federal employees. This facility was found to have excellent 
housekeeping practices in place, is properly maintained and was found 
to be one of the cleanest FAA facilities FOH has inspected to date. It 
should a/so be noted that during our evaluation it was observed and 
demonstrated on numerous occasions, that the health and safety of the 
federal employees within this facility was and is the foremost priority of 
FAA management. 

V. Recommendations 

A. Continue to document and map all moisture intrusion events. 
B. On occurrence of moisture intrusion, determine and correct the 

source of moisture infiltration. Abate any affected areas following 
properly developed and approved procedures using qualified and 
environmentally trained personnel. 

C. Monitor and oversee all future fungal abatement activities from 
development to completion with proper documentation. 

D. Utilizing a HEPA vacuum, vacuum all surfaces within the elevdtor shaft 
. under negative pressure and rrlonitor for new occurrence of fungal 
growth. Should the decision be made to encapsulate these walls, 
verify any product used to assure that the integrity and "Fire Rating" 
status of the walls is not compromised. 

E. Educate, and inform employees of ongoing fungal abatement 
activities within the faciHiy. 

F. Investigate the facility link between FAA to 
+/-

I. 
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B. Clayton Group Air Sampling and Consultation during Remediation 
of Fungal/y-Contaminated Gypsum Wallboard dated July 29,2005. 

C. DTW ATCT Moisture Assessment report dated August 2005. 

D. DTW ATCT Monthly Visual Walkthrough Inspection Checklist Reports 
dated January 25th to 27th, 2006. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 

June 13, 2006 

Mr. Vincent Sugent 
Detroit Metro Tower F ACREP 
Building 801 
R.OlTIulus, IvlI 48242 

RE: Review of Federal Occupational Health's Indoor Air Quality/Fungal 
Consultation, Federal Aviation Administration, Detroit Metropolitan 
Wayne County Airport (DTVV), Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT), 
Building 801, Project Reference Number: A1 05952, S116930, P 116941 
dated May 9, 2006. 

Wonder Makers Environlnental Project #GC06-6598 

Dear Vinnie: 

This letter serves as a response to the Indoor Air Quality/Fungal Visual 
ASSeSS111ent and Consultation developed by Federal Occupational Health (FOH), a 
cOlnponent of the U.S. Public Health Services, Deparilnent of Health and HUlnan 
Services. The inspection was conducted at the DTW ATCT on February 1, 2006, 
by Mr. Stephen Lindsey. 

\/\/onder Makers Environmentat Inc. P. O. Box 50209'" Kalamazoo, MI 49005-0209 '" 269.382.4154 " Fax 269.382.4161 iii www.wondermakers.com 



June 1 2006 v. 

regarding smnpling results taken after mold reIllediatiol1 was conducted in the 
DTW ATCT. 

2 

A list of our concerns, by paragraph, is attached. Please do not hesitate to contact 
Ine if you have any questions about this letter or the detailed list of our concerns 
regarding the work plan. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Michael A; Pinto, Ph.D., CSP, CMP 
CEO 

Enclosure: 

cc: 

Elevator shaft work plan concerns 
Published clearance criteria 

Pat Foney 
Dave Batts 
Troy Wilkinson 





Specific Concerns Regarding Federal Occupational IIealth's 
Indoor Air Quality/Fungal, Visual A ssesslnent and Consultation, Detroit 

Metropolitan Wayne County Airport (DTW), FAA Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) 

(All direct references to original document are designated in bold print.) 

L Introduction 

This section indicated that FAA en1ployees were interviewed during this 
investigation. Interestingly, the FAA elnployees interviewed had not suffered [1"On1 
adverse health effects related to the Inold exposure in the DTW ATCT. The obvious 
concern regarding this statelnent is why adversely ilnpacted en1ployees weren't 
interviewed to offer their concerns. During a subsequent phone conversation with 
l'-JATCA Inen1ber Dave Parker, the inspector was specifically questioned whether any 
occupants clailning injury were interviewed and the inspector said, "No, I wasn't 
asked to." 

"Num'erous reports and documents were reviewed relative to past conditions; 
mold l~emediation activities and fungal sampling that have taken place in the 
facility." It is blatantly obvious that the FOR investigator did not review, or chose to 
ignore; the evidence provided by NATCA to the Departn1ent of Transpoliation 
Inspector General regarding the gross ineptitude exercised by the FAA and 
contractors hired by the FAA during the past 19 Inonths. 

~A~nother disturbing point of concern is this investigation was done without taking any 
air saniples to support the investigator's findings, conclusions, and recOlnn1endations. 
As in the past, the investigator conducted" ... an in-depth visual examination of the 
facility's elevator shaft relative to potential fungal growth or ongoing llloisture 
problems." Biological air Inonitoring was not conducted by the investigator. 
Instead, he relied on one set of air Inonitoring data taken in July 2005 to detennine 
cunent conditions in the DTW ATCT. we have indicated in the past, a thorough 

a detailed sarnpling 
vVJl..lIJ.!uvt,vIJ. at 

Inonths 
professionally inesponsible on the pari 

indicated that initial fungal 
J..u.J.J.F-,<A-J. ren1ediation" not 

was January 2005 and that subsequent fungal ren1ediation 
was conducted It also indicated that MIS was the contractor that 
conducted each ren1ediation project. It then indicated was overseen 

" This statelnent is inconect. CEG only 
supervised the perfonned in May 2005. The fungal ren1ediation project 
conducted in January 2005 was overseen by Musa Abuzir ofNISC. Post-ren1ediation 
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san1ples vvere not taken at that tillle. Wonder Makers Enviromnental (WME) was 
brought in at the request of N A TeA to conduct a visual inspection of finished work 
and to take representative air samples to detennine if the fungal ren1ediation project 
was a success. Based on the visual inspection and supporting air lllonitoring data 
collected by WME, the fungal relllediation project was deen1ed ineffective (see letter 
dated January 27, 2005, WME Project #IA05-5776). 

"At the conclusion of the May 2005 remediation activities, CEG conducted air 
sampling for mold and fungi in the facility. This was done to assure that the 
remediation activity had not resulted in an elevated concentration of airborne 
viable organisms in the structure; and that upon conclusion of all remediation 
efforts and all cleaning and re-cleaning, airborne fungi in the facility were 
significantly less than outdoor concentrations and that fungal species found 
inside the building 'were consistent v/ith those found outside the structure. The 
results of the sampling conducted in the building on May 21, 2005 as reported by 
CEG found that the 'average outdoor concentration ... .is approximately 24 tin1es 
greatei- than indoor concentrations' and that 'the biodiversity of the fungal taxa 
irlf'l1tif ... if'rl Of'i .. thf' 9 th floor ... l,va~ ~i111ilar to l'rlpnfifl'erl in fhp. S~n1nlpQ {'oHp{'tpd ~ _____ ~__ __ ____ _ ___ _ ,~ _______ _ _ ..... "'A" ... ".. ..... AAA. LA..... 4A""'lJ':"" ,-,'U'"",...,~ ... .:., 

outdoors. '" That staten1ent cannot be suppolied by data. Data fron1 the ninth and 
foulih 'floors indicated that Stachybotrys and hyphal fragn1ents were found in the 
post-re111ediation saInples and were not found in any of the out-of-doors saIllples. 
Stachybotrys is a type of 11l0ld that can produce potent n1ycotoxins and is often 
associated with significant health SYlllpt0111S. These paIiicular spores are not easily 
aerosolized; as such, 1110St industry experts agree that any indoor airborne 
Stachybotrys spores should trigger investigative action and additional post
relllediation cleaning. Hyphal fragn1ents are the fungal filan1ents on which n101d 
sporesfonn. Because hyphae are not as easily aerosolized as spores, the presence of 
hyphal fragIllents indoors, especially at levels higher than those found out-of-doors, is 
often an indicator that a 1110ld source is at or near the site of the san1ple. 

It should be noted that an obj 
January 2005 aI1d 2005 

clearance criteria was not established for the 
ren1ediation 
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This statement also indicated that the FOB investigator did not have access to all the 
reports and infoDllation generated during the past year and a half. If he had he would 
have seen that there is clear evidence that mold was growing on both sides of the 
drywall that enclosed the elevator shaft, not just inside the elevator shaft as this repoli 
indicated. 

The FOR reported, "At the conclusion of this assessment JFI concluded that 'the 
minor mold conditions noted on a few areas of the elevator shaft wall does not 
appear to pose health concern to the occupants ... '." The FOR investigator failed 
to Inention that there is no supporting doculnentation, evidence, or air Inonitoring 
data to support this conclusion. In addition, the FOH investigator failed to Inention 
that the JFI investigator did not talk with Inedical personnel that treated affected 
elnployees nor did he interview any of the affected elnployees. As a result, the JFI 
conclusion that the Ininor l110ld condition in the elevator shaft did not appear to pose 
a health conceDl to occupants is without foundation. To our knowledge, no one on 
the JFI staff is a lnedical doctor. 

The FOB investigator indicated again that JFI suggested surface cleaning activities 
for mold contanlination in this building. The FOR investigator failed to lnention that 
cleaning lnold on porous lnaterials is not the recolnlnended practice. Multiple 
doculnents in the cunent industry standard of care, including docunlents written by 
OSHA and the EPA, indicate that porous building nlaterials contanlinated by nl01d 
growth should be renloved, not cleaned. 

Fourth; Paragraph - The FOB investigator traveled to DT\V ATCT on February 1, 
2006, to perfoDll an inspection of the facility. He indicated that an in-briefing 
Ineeting was held with three FAA personnel; however, there was no NATCA 
representative at this nleeting. There was no explanation as to why aNA TCA 
representative was not present. It is our understanding that NA TCA was never 
infornled of this Ineeting. As a result, no NATCA representative was present during 
the walk-around of the exterior of the building and the floor-by-floor walkthrough of 
the of the including elevator shaft. This was a 

and 

This paragraph also indicated that investigator actually had and utilized 
equipment that 

"'-AJ..Jl'-'.U.t.-U that J..J...'-' .. " .. -'-U'_'A 

by 

The fourth paragraph indicated an out-briefing was held after the conlpletion of 
nn~~T=Yrand wasrpr'rP(,pnTP~ 

by their safety and health representative, not the 
as the repOli indicated. According to the FOH repOli, 
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briefing the safety of the shaft in regards to fungal contamination and enlployee 
health'concerns was discussed. At that tinle it was conveyed to the NATCA 
representative that in the opinion of the FOR there was no apparent conditions 
that ,,1,ould be adversely affecting the health of the employees in the facility 
or theNATCA representative conducting the inspection of the facility." The 
FOR investigator provided no basis for this opinion. Nowhere in the repOli did he 
indicate that he took any type of nl01d smnples anywhere in the facility. As a result it 
appears that he was relying on subjective observations to support this opinion rather 
than objective data. In addition, the FOR investigator did not indicate that he sought, 
reviewed, or discussed any of the nledical infoDllation that was available for review 
regarding the nature of the sYInptOlns related to Inold exposure in the DTW ATCT 
experienced by occupants. 

III. Findings 

B. Facility Interior 

Third Paragraph - The FOR report indicated that, observation of the 
areas where past mold abatement had taken place along with review of the 
do<;uments provided by the FAA and interviews with the facility staff, found 
that all appropriate methods and measures "rere followed to ensure the health 
and safety of the federal employees in the facility during the abatement 
ac#vities of affected gypsum wallboard on the 3rd

, 4th and 9th floors." This 
could not be fmiher frOln the truth. On January 21,2005, WME was contacted by 
NATCA to conduct a visual inspection of the third and ninth floors. Mold 
relnediation was conducted on these floors on January 19 and 20, 2005. A 
cOInparison of the work site to the paperwork revealed that nlany areas of the FAA 
work plan were not followed. WME pointed out Inajor problenls, including visible 
debris on the floors and anlple evidence of a "rip and run" approach to 
relnediation. and surface sanlples were collected and subsequent 

ITIold n." ..... t-r>,'''''' 

previous day; however, the 
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recolnmendations and added that lTIold discovered in the elevator shaft should be 
sprayed with an "approved nlicrobiologic biocide." 

The FAA did hire a contractor to stabilize the fourth and ninth floor as per WME' s 
reCOlTIlTIendations. Sadly, the contractor was also tasked by FAA representatives 
to spray the elevator shaft with a biocide. Within two hours of the spraying of this 
material several controllers working in the cab becmTIe ill and eight of thenl 
required lTIedical attention. The cab was evacuated for five hours. 

For the FOB investigator to indicate that" ... all appropriate methods and 
measures were followed to ensure the health and safety of the federal 
employees in the facility during the abatement activities ... " is to grossly 
lTIisrepresent the facts in evidence. 

::::..-::::.~=-==-"'-=~== 
- The FOH indicated that two feet of contmTIinated wallboard 

was renloved above the floor decking in these areas. The investigator found that 
the wallboard used to replace relTIoved lTIaterials was touching the concrete 
decking. The investigator reCOlTIlTIended that a gap of ~" to %" between the 
bottonl of the wallboard and the concrete floor be used to provide a natural 
lTIoisture barrier between the wallboard lTIaterial and the concrete floors. WME 
agrees with this reCOlTIlTIendation. 

Fifth Paragraph - It was noted that dried nloisture staining was observed on the 
stnlctural bemTIs and wallboard along the ceilings on the interior walls on nlany 
floors. There was 110 lTIcntio11 of the large stains on the sprayed-on insulation in 
ROOlTIS 628 and 528. Questions have been raised by both NATCA and WME as to 
whether or not this nlaterial could be harboring fungal or other lTIicrobial 
contmTIination. To our knowledge this Inaterial has never been tested. The NISC 
contract enviromllental, safety, and health representative viewed the nlaterial 
through a digital canlera on NOVelTIber 30, 2005, and indicated that, based on this 
observation alone, there was no Inold present on the stained fireproofing. is 

nlaterials. 

Elevator Shaft 

sanlpling or that a digital cmTIera 
any 

an y concerns 

::::..=c.:::.::.....:::..-=.:-=-=== - The FOH . nlininlized rather attenlpted to 
quantify the mTIount of lTIold-dmTIaged n1aterial in the elevator shaft. He indicated 
that lTIold colonies observed on the intelior elevator shaft walls varied in size fron1 
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a ~" spot to 2-3 square feet. While these Ineasurelnents are inlportant, the cun-ent 
industry standard of care requires that the anlount of nlold be quantified in order 
to detennine proper engineering controls and personal protective requirell1ents for 
each project. WlvfE estilnated that the total anl0unt of 11J01d inside the elevator 
shaft far exceeds 100 square feet. As previously stated, JFI recOlnlnended that 
6,100 square feet of wallboard be cleaned inside the elevator shaft. 

Interestingly, the Gypsunl Association published a doculnent in 2003 entitled 
Assessing Water Dam,age To Gypsum Board (GA-231_03). In this docu111ent the 
author notes that, "In general, gypsuln board should not be exposed to elevated 
levels of 1110isture for extended periods. Exarnples of elevated levels of 1110isture 
include, but are not limited to, exposure to rain, condensation, water leakage, and 
standing water. SOlne board exposed to these conditions Inay not need to be 
replaced, depending upon the source of the lTIoisture and the condition of the 
gypsunl board being considered for replacelnent. I-Iowever, IF THERE IS EVER 
A DOUBT ABOUT \VHETHER TO IZEEP OR REPLACE GYPSUM BOARD 
THAT HAS BEEN EXPOSED TO MOISTURE - REPLACE IT" (enlphasis 
pla~ced by WME). The dOCU111ent further states that, "Gypsunl board exposed to 
water should be replaced unless all of the following conditions are Inet: 

III The source of the water or nloisture is identified and 
elinlinated. 

II The water or Inoisture to which the gypsunl board was 
exposed was uncontanlinated. 

.. The gypsunl board can be dried thoroughly before 1110ld 
growth begins (typically 24 to 48 hours, depending on 
environnlental conditions). 

III The gypSUln board is structurally sound and there is no 
evidence of rusting fasteners or physical darnage that would 
dilninish the physical propeliies of the gypSU111 board or 
systeln. 

1110isture content 
FOH lacked? 
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Fourth Paragraph - The FOR investigator suggested that the elevator operator 
from Tyssen Elevator was the person that indicated to the FAA that the lnold in 
the elevator shaft was continuing to grow and the alnount of luold in the shaft had 
increased since being discovered some 18 lnonth ago. Michacl Pinto, Ph.D., 
CSP, CMP ofWME noted in a letter dated Deceluber 29,2005, that several areas 
of the building, particularly the sixth, fourth, and third floors, had lnore fungal 
growth than that found six lnonths previously. This is not the COlUlnent of an 
inexperienced worker but the observation of a qualified indoor enviromnental 
professional that has been involved in this project froln the beginl1ing. The FOE 
investigator's opinion was based on one visit and one conversation. In this lnatter 
WME feels luuch luore qualified to n1ake this asseSSluent than the FOH 
investigator. 

It is also in1portant to ren1en1ber the results of the lnoisture survey of the DTW 
ATCT that was conducted by the NISC contract enviromnental, safety, and health 
representative on Decen1ber 28,2005. The NISC representative noted additional 
furlgal growth was present in the elevator shaft that had not been doculuented in 
the'previous n10nth's survey. Rovlever, the NISC representative explained away 
the obviously deteriorating situation with the con1lnent that this was growth that 
heluust have n1issed during the previous n10nth' s survey as opposed to new 
growth. 

The FOH investigator offered another unsubstantiated opinion in the foulih 
paragraph. He indicated that, based on his observations, the n10ld in the elevator 
shaft was" ... old mold groV'lth ... " and \vas " ... not currently viable or 
'growing'." His support for this opinion was the fact that the drywall in the 
elevator shaft was dry according to the n10isture lneasureluents taken during the 
survey and the fact that there was currently no ongoing source of luoisture. He 
further indicated that a n10isture source" .. .is required by organisms 
to viable." These COlUlnents can be n1isleading. First, the only way to 
deten11ine with any level of scientific celiainty that luold is viable or not is to 
sal1,1ple it. luethod is speculation or, in the case of the FOH 

in SOlue occupants. 
IS extent 

Conclusions 

FOH concluded that a 
intrusion event was the cause of n10isture infiltrating the DTW 
was not suppolied by own as he three water 
could be currently infiltrating the building under the right conditions (see Section III. 
A.). A thorough building survey of the DTW ATCT has yet to be conducted 
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anyone to detenuine the cause and extent of the water-dan1aged finish lnatenals in the 
structure. Interestingly, the FOR investigator used a tenn that WME is not farniliar 
with: "artificial mold growth". To WME's knowledge, all the lnold growth inside 
the structure is real and is posing a health risk to building occupants. 

Second Paragraph - The FOH investigator concluded that the ren1edial activities used 
to relnove lnold-contarninated building lnaterials frOln the DTW ATCT followed the 
industry's best practices. This is not the case, as explained previously. The practices 
utilized by the ren1ediation contractors and FAA industrial hygienists thTOUghout this 
process were luinilnal at best and without concen1 for the occupants of the building. 

The investigator indicated that the ren1ediation contractor followed guidelines 
established for the proj ect with regard to personal protective requirelnents, 
engil1t;eI111g controls, a.nd rClTIoval practices . .LAkS stated previously, (see Section III~ 
B.) visual evidence of the relnediation work areas and post-relnediation lnonitoring 
by several environInentalists indicated that the industry's best practices were not 
followed during relnediation. 

Finally, as in previous paragraphs, the FOH investigator continued to n1inilnize the 
arnount of Inold found in the building. Worse yet, he Inisinterpreted old dOCUlnents 
to buttress this in1proper asseSSlnent of the conditions at DTW ATCT. For exarnple, 
the FOB investigator indicated that, according to New York City Deparin1ent of 
Health? s 2004 Guidelines for AsseSSlnent and Relnediation of Stachybotrys Atra in 
Indoot Environments, projects that are less than 32 square feet can be done by facility 
Inaintenance personnel. fIe is incon-ect on several points. First, the n10st recent 
major revision of these guidelines was in 2000 with TIniher lninor edits in 2002. The 
current title of this dOCUlnent is Guidelines on AsseSSlnent and Remediation of Fungi 
in Indoor Envirorunents. The title cited by the FOH investigator refers to the 1993 
version of the guidelines. A second error is the inspector's reference to 32 square 
feet ofluold. This an10unt is not used as a separation point in the guidelines. The 

York guidelines describe four levels of projects based on of 
area ilnpacted by . In 

and 

use 
as In or 

the doculnented Inold on the interior side of the shaft liner, as 
the elevator side, these probleln areas should be con1bined to detennine the total 
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mnount of Inaterial impacted by fungal growth. Clearly, the con1bination of fungal 
contmnination on the interior side of the shaft liner and the elevator side is 
substantially greater than 100 square feet. Therefore, the FOH inspector should have 
indicated that any ren1ediation activity would qualify as Level IV. Level IV projects 
require negative pressure enclosures built frOln plastic sheeting as well as lnore 
stringent personal protective requirelnents. 

Third Paragraph - "Following all remediation activities, records indicate that 
comparative air sampling was performed to clear the containments, 
demonstrating that the fungal burden within the containments was significantly 
less than the fungal burden outside of containment and in the outdoor 
environment." As described previously, there are serious conceD1S about the 
interpretation of the data provided by the FAA. 

The next sentence in this paragraph stated, "Mold of all species can be found 
everywhere; there is not a standard or established level to determine what is an 
acceptable airborne level of mold or fungi." There are peer-reviewed clearance 
criteria' for n101d remediation projects that \vere published in the l'Jovelnber 2004 
issue of Professional Safety MaQ:azine (see attachn1ents). Section III, Chapter 2 of 
OSHA's Technical Manual indicates that environlnents found to have greater that 
1 ,000 (~fu!tn3 should be considered unhealthy. Fungal Contalnination in Public 
Buildings: A Guide to Recognition and Management, published by the Federal
Provincial COlnlnittee on Environn1ental and Occupational Health in Ottawa, Canada, 
says that 500 cfu/n13 is an indication that the building environlnent is contmninated. 

The third sentence states, the abatement process, the goal is to abate the 
affected area in a controlled environment to manage gross of fungal 
spores and debris, thoroughly clean the containment; and use sampling and 
analysis along with of the events to determine if efforts have 

" As docun1ented previously, this was not the case for the work 
perfoD11ed in January 2005 and 2005. 

one of 
indoor air quality industry. 

9 

the 
as 

" As noted previously, 
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this was not the case at all. WME documented on llUInerous occasions that the work 
perfonned did not pass visual exarnination nor did san1ples taken by WME and other 
industrial hygiene finns indicate that the work was cOInpleted according to the 
industry standard of care (see letters dated January 27, 200S,WME Project #IAOS
S776; March 10, 200S, WME Project #IAOS-S776; March 31, 200S, WME Project 
#IAOS-S776; April 13, 200S, WME Project #IAOS-S913; April 18, 200S, WME 
Project #IAOS-S776; May 3,2005, WME Project #GC05-S988; May 20, 200S, WME 
Project #GC05-S988). 

The FOR investigator n1akes the following statelnent in the last sentence of this 
paragraph, "It is our opinion that if this sampling were conducted at this point in 
time the results would be similar; in that the airborne fungal concentrations 
inside the facility would be significantly less than those found outside the 
structure and that the biodiversity of the types of fungi preset vvould be sintilar 
or consistent." Interestingly, the FOH investigator took no san1ples to suppOli this 
hypothesis. Each tilne WME has taken sarnples, two iInpoIiant pieces of infon11ation 
have c6nsistently been found: 

'1\1 Target organisn1s such as Stachybotrys and Chaetomium were found in air 
and Inicrovacuun1 sarnples taken in n1ultiple locations in the DTW ATCT. 
Target organisll1s are fungal species that require significant an10unts of 
Inoisture to grow. As a result, they are not generally found inside 
buildings. When found inside, it generally indicates that there has been a 
significant water infiltration or a continuous source of Inoisture in the 
building. 

III On several occasions several species were found indoors that were not 
found in out-of-doors cOlnparison sarnples. This can also be used as an 
indication of water infiltration in a building. 

FAA expelis have chosen to ignore or reduce the iU1portance of this information 
rather than acknowledge that the building has ongoing n10isture issues that are 
causing Inold son1e building occupants ill. 

that were 
infiltration n1ight occur in the building. He fmiher indicated .. ..- ... .0 •• £\ 
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Seventh Paragraph - " ... the health and safety of the federal eUlployees within this 
facility was and is the foremost priority of FAA management." Over the past 19 
Inonths WME has actually found this to be the exception rather than the rule. The 
FA.A has continuously denied that Inold was causing ill health aInong its controllers, 
even when Inedical evidence was provided. They have, during the past year, 
prevented the duly-authorized representative ofNATCA the ability to conduct a 
thorough indoor air quality investigation to identify where Inoisture is entering the 
building and specific locations of Inold. The FAA has not provided NATCA with 
fonnally requested doculnents, such pictures and reports, that are the result of surveys 
conducted by the FAA or its representatives. 

V. Reconunendations 

We generally agree with each of the recon1n1endations provided by the FOI-I with the 
exception of Iten1s A and D. We suggest that Iteln A be rewritten so that it says, 
" ... continue to document and !nap all moisture events by conducting monthly 
inspections. Persons condLlcting this SLl7;4ve}' slzoLlld Lltilize Inoist~lre 111eter's, 

thermolneters, hygrometers, and other instruments that will assist in these 
endeavors. JJ 

Iteln D should be replaced with a recolnlnendation that insists that the lnold
contaIninated building n1aterials be relnoved frOln the building rather than cleaned. 
This would include the n10ld-contaIninated wallboard located in the elevator shaft. 

VI. Docun1entation Review 

It is obvious that the FOH investigator was not able to review all docun1ents related 
to the ongoing health issues at the DTW ATCT during the past 19 lnonths. We 
reCOlnlnend that the FOH the SaIne set of doculnents that were provided by 

~ Thls 
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May 12,2006 

Mr. Vincent Sugent 
Detroit Metro TowerF ACREP 
Detroit Metro Tower 
Building 801 
Detroit, MI 48242 

\AI 
1'1' N D E R K E R S 

E N V I R N MEN T l 

RE: Review of the General Work Plan/or Microbial Remediation o/the Elevator Shaft at the 
Detroit Metropolitan Airport(DTW) Air Traffic Control Tower, Romulus} Michigan, subnlitted 
to the FAA by Clayton Group Services, Inc. (Clayton Project No.: 12-06075.00) 

Wonder Makers Environluental Project GC06-6598 

Dear Vinnie: 

This letter will serve as a response to the work plan for mold renlediation in the DTW elevator 
shaft dated April 27, 2006, that was subluitted to Virginia Marcks of the FAA by Andrew 
Crause and Barbara Woodhull of Clayton Group Services, Inc. 

Overall, the work plan is inappropriate for the anl0unt and extent of 11101d contanlination that is 
in the elevator shaft at the DTW ATCT. This asseSSl11ent is based on a variety of COnCe111S 
regarding the described work, as well as the absence ofluany industry recolll1nended safety 
nleasures. 

Our first and prinlary concern is that the 
c",:rr1,t-~ ... shaft was 

111agnitude require 111uch 
equiplnent than is described 

0-nn,rp0 in the work area. 
outside the remediation area are protected 
areas while perfonned. 

that could 
reluediation work described in this work plan. 

1 

control It IS 
of Inold during the 
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Given that previous lnold reluediation vvork in the elevator shaft resulted in a shut down of the 
tower and hospitalization of eight occupants, the FAA's resistance to instituting redundant safety 
procedures like negative pressure in the shaft and air scrubbers in the CAB is unconscionable. 

Our lnost serious concerns are described in a lnore detailed list of cOlnlnents, enclosed. Please 
do not hesitate to contact lne if you have any questions about this letter or the detailed list of our 
concerns regarding the work plan. 

Sincerely, 

Michael A. Pinto, Ph.D., CSP, CMP 
CEO 

Enclosure: Specific Concen1s Regarding the Elevator Shaft Mold Relnediation Work Plan 

cc: Pat Forrey 
Dave Batts 
Troy Wilkinson 
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Specific Concerns Regarding the Elevator Shaft rVIold I{emediation Work Plan 

Section 1.0 Instruction 
.. This section describes four primary goals of the project: 

o Cleaning the greenboard that fonns the inside of the elevator shaft 
o Minilnizing the potential for disselnination of lTIold spores fron1 the elevator shaft 

to the relnainder of the building 
o Protection of personnel during relnediation 
o Visual inspection criteria for post relnediation. 

.. Interestingly, the n1eans for achieving each of these goals as described in the rest of the 
doclunent do not lneet the current industry standard of care for rnold ren1ediation. The 
following docun1ents contribute to the current industry standard of care: 

o Texas Mold AsseSSlnent and Relnediation Rules (25 TAC Sections 295.301-
295.338) 

o Occupational Safety & Health Adlninistration (OSTIA) A Brief Guide to Mold in 
the Workplace 

o Health Canada Fungal Contamination in Public Buildings: A Guide To 
Recognition And Management 

o An1erican Conference of Governlnental Industrial Hygienists Bioaerosols: 
Assessrnent and Control 

o Alnerican Conference of Goven1n1ental Industrial Hygienists Jiield Guide/or the 
Determination of Biological Contaminants in Environmental Samples 

o Association of Specialists in Cleaning and Restoration (ASCR) RecOlnmended 
Professional Practice for Remediation of lviold Contamination in Building 
Interiors 

o The Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification (HCRC) S500 
Standard and Reference Guide for Professional Water Damage Restoration 

o The Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification (HCIZC) S520 
5~tand(1rd and Reference Guide for Professional Mold Remediation 

o 

o 

o 
Buildings 

o A 

standard of care, '-AA'-/J.U.,,,<AA'_M 

Remediation in Schools and Commercial Buildings, indicate that porous n1aterials 
colonized with lnold should be ren1oved. Cleaning porous finish building 111aterials is 
not an effective Ineans of long ten1111101d relnediation. 
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the Elevator Shaft Mold Remediation Work Plan 

• The second sentence in this section states that the use of \vater sprays and biocides is 
prohibited. We agree with the first paJi of the statelnent water sprays will not serve any 
useful purpose in this situation and could actually Inake the probleln worse by dispersing 
spores into the air. The second part of this statelnent regarding biocides nIakcs little 
sense in light of the variety of c0l1I11Iercial antil1Iicrobial products that are available 
through legitilnate distributors. These products are nianufactured by a variety of 
conipanies including Fiberlock, Fosters, and Microban.Products from each of these 
nianufacturers have been developed to effectively clean and kill n10ld on senIi-porous 
and non-porolls surfaces. As stated above, cleaning porous lnaterials is not 
recon1nIended in the cunent industry standard of care. 

Section 1.2 General Work Sequence 
• Iteni - states that the ventilation units used to heat the elevator shaft will be shut 

down during relnediation. 
o Critical baniers n1ay need to be attached to duct grills to prevent the deposition 

of spores in the ventilation systeln. If this is not done spores could accuniulate 
in the duct systein and be dispersed back into the elevator shaft when the 
systeln is turned back on. 

o No inention was Inade in the scope of work of placing critical baniers over the 
elevator shaft doors on each level. This is a critical step in ensuring that the 
work perfoDI1ed inside the elevator shaft does not affect NATCA or FAA 
personnel on the £1oors where work is not being perfoDl1ed. 

• Itmn #6 indicates that the contractor will use a soft bristle brush attachlnent with the 
HEP Ji.., vacu,U111. \Vhile the standard of care reconl111ends ren10val of porous 111aterials 
with nI0ld gl'owth on thenI, if cleaning is atten1pted why not use a stiff bristle rather 
than a soft bristle brush attachlnent? The stiff bristle brush attaclnnent will do a 11Iuch 
better job of ren10ving n101d spores and hyphal fragtI1ents fYOln the surface of the 
lnaterial. Lf\lsed properly, dmnage to the surface paper would be lninimal. 

• Itein indicates the rel1Iediation contractor should use a household dish 

o 

an adequate 
greei1board. 

o It should 

to 

2 

or kH.1-J.J.U '-'L 

or no dmnage to the 

that 
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• Iteln #8 - states that as each area is cleaned the Environlnental Consultant will perfoTnl 
a visual inspection to deten1line if the area has been adequately cleaned by the 
relnediation contractor. This, in fact, follo\vs the standard of care; however, ll1ultiple 
docunlents in the standard of care require post-relnediation air smnpling for large 
projects or projects that involve high risk occupants. The Alnerican Conference of 
Governlnental Industrial Hygienists, in their book Bioaerosols: Assessment and 
Control, re~olnlnend in section 15.2.3.4 that after a final visual inspection, air 
smnpling by spore trap or other lneans n1ay be used to verify that spore concentrations 
are silnilar to outdoor air. They further recon1nlend surface san1pling as a Ineans of 
detennining the level of cleanliness achieved on porous surfaces. Visual inspections 
should be used as the first rather than final n1eans of detenl1ining if an area has been 
cleaned properly. 

• Iteln #8 - also includes a staten1ent that will provide a level of conf-usion if not 
corrected prior to the beginning of the project. The second sentence in this iteln 
indicates that after the Environn1ental Consultant has deelned the area was cleaned 
adequately" ... the Contractor will work with the elevator n1aintenance Contractor to 
convey the elevator car to the next higher level, and the process will be repeated." 
This is in direct conflict with the direction given in iteln #4 of this section that states 
"the Contractor shall work fron1 the top of the elevator shaft to the botton1 of the 
shaft." This discrepancy needs to be resolved before the project begins. 

Section 2.1 Worker Certification 
• This section requires that docun1entation regarding physicians approval to wear a 

respirator and respirator fit testing be available for all contract personnel, including 
supervisors:' It does not require in this or any other section that contract elnployees be 
trained. As described in the IICRC S520 Standard and Reference Guide for 
Professional Mold Remediation, all renlediation workers should be trained in the 
principles of nl0ld renlediation that are appropriate to their work responsibilities, 
including, but not lin1ited to safety and health, engineering controls, containnlent 
Inethods appropriate work Contract elnployees should 

contractor should to 

lnoId) contract 
(N100 or PlOO) 
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I\'old Clean-Up 
Projects 

Post-remediation criteria are crucial to success 
By Michael A. Pinto, Mike Davis and Sara Eager 

ABOUT INDOOR MOLD contam
become more prevalentl the need for 

-"O'·r,+~,~d .,..,;~,4 cover both mold remediation and 
post-remediation-grows rapidly within the indus
try. Nonstandardized post-remediation inspections 
cause several problems, including project failure! 
contractor confusion! increased liability, limited 
comparisons between projects, and a breakdown in 
the public's confidence. Although the post-remedia
tion evaluation process includes many parts! includ
ing sample collection and analysis procedures, this 
article focuses on the importance of logical and effec
tive post-remediation sample interpretation from a 
macro approach. 

Post-remediation evaluation is a critical compo
nent of any mold remediation project [AIHA(a) 38]. 

Often, due to the lack of con
Michael A. Pinto, Ph.D., esp, is CEO of Wonder 

crete standards, remediation 
Makers Environmental/nc, a firm based in 

Kalamazoo, M/. He holds a bachelor's and a work is performed incorrect
ly or ineffectively. This can 

master's degree from Western Michigan University 
and a PhD. in Environmental Engineering from 

Kennedy Western University. Pinto has written 
three books, including Fungal Contamination: A 

Comprehensive Guide for Remediation, more than 
90 technical articles and 18 commercial training 

programs. He is an instructor of the three levels of 
mold remediation courses certified by the Assn. of 

Specialists in Cleaning and Restoration (ASCR), and 
other environmental health and safety courses. 

Pinto is a professional member of ASSE's 
West Michigan Chapter. 

excacerbate the problem and 
spread the contamination 
[ACGIH(b) 15.2]. For exam
ple! if a proper decontamina
tion unit is not correctly set 
up! the risk of contaminating 
clean areas increases dramat
ically. In other situations, 
more than one mold source 
may be contributing to the 
problem. If all· sources are 
not revealed and properly 

Mike Davis is the indoor air quality laboratory cleaned! mold will continue 
manager at Wonder Makers Environmental Inc. to be an issue even after 

He holds a B.S. in Microbiology from Montana remediation. A post-remedi
State University and has several years' experience ation evaluation process can 

conducting indoor air quality investigations, identify poor-quality reme
specializing in the identification of both viable diation efforts as well as 
and nonviable biological samples. In addition, undiscovered mold sources 
Davis is an instructor of the mold remediation that may continue to affect 

technician course certified by ASCR.· indoor air quality. 
ra Eager is an administrative support specialist Despite the obvious need 
Wonder Makers Environmental Inc., with duties for generally accepted crite
including technical research and writing. She is . ria to use as a comparison for 

concurrently pursuing degrees in communications post-remediation samples! 
. and computer technology. no universally recognized 

42 PROFESSJONALSAFETY .. NOVEMBER 2004 www.asse.org 

document currently exists. In fact many 
professionals have taken the stance that such 
are impossible to develop as too variables are 
involved [ACGIH(a) 2; Tiffany; et al It is impor-
tant to recognize and address multiple impacts-and 
to acknowledge that "difficult" does not equate to 
"impossible." Therefore, the first in the process is 
to identify and categorize the variables to be 
addressed in the development of a clearance criterion. 

lack of Standard 
Post-Remediation Procedures 

Consider the number of different approaches and 
methodologies an h'1.dustrial hygienist or indoor 
environment professional can use to collect a sample. 
For surface samples! one use tape! bulk 
or dust collection methods. air salm"(:)le:s, rrw",,"'-, 

tional sedimentation plates! air impact cassettes, 
spore trap on slides! collector liquid im
pingers or agar impaction methods could be used. 

Now consider the various ways to and 
interpret the sample data: 
chemical (to identify mycotoxins or ilU.crc)bl,al 
organic compounds) and others. 
verse geographic locations have very different spore 
levels as a normal part of their environment. In addi
tion! many argue that any post-remediation criteria 
must also take into account the considerable range in 
individual to mold [ACGIH(a) 2]. 
Finally; and most the manner in which 
contractors conduct remediation varies often 
failing to comr,ine effective work with 
proper isolation and containment, engrrleenn.g 
troIs, decontamination procedures, air 
flow and pressure management Consequently;. the 
difficultly in creating clear, concise mold remediation 
criteria is no surprise. 

Past Efforts 
Because mold spores are naturally occurring 

organisms found in all environments, it is difficult to 
pinpoint an exact number on exposure limits. 
Furthermore! selection of specific sampling locations 
has a direct impact on what spore levels might be 
found. While most agree that mold growth indoors is 
unacceptable (pinto and Janke 5-15)! what exactly con--



stitutes appropriate levels of mold spores in indoor air 
or dust is vigorously debated (Johanrring 19). 

body of relevant data exists for post-reme
diation sampling. Personal research, guidance docu
ments, peer-reviewed studies and articles all 
contribute to the wide range of information avail
able. Tables 1 through 4 organize-by sample type 
and in chronological order-much of the currently 
available data related to indoor mold levels. Most of 
these data consist of qualitative numbers concerning 
health issues, building and structure contents, and 
exposure limits (for both building/home occupants 
and workers). 

A wide range of questions is also addressed in the 
~at~. For ~xample; :;~a~ d.eterrnn-:es ~orm~ SFore 
levelS (bacKgrounaS) ( 'Iv nat spore levels are mulca-
tive of an impacted environment? What levels are 
appropriate to determine whether remediation is 
necessary? What spore levels determine whether an 
area is clean (post-remediation)? 

After collecting and reviewing the data sources 
cited in the tables, highlights were charted, catego
rized by analytical method, and a simple statistical 
analysis was applied to find the mean (average), 
median (center value) and mode (most frequent 
value) of the collective data. 

Tables 1 through 3 address cultured air samples, 
the most prevalent sample technique of all the data 
collected. However, noncultured air sample analysis 
(Table 4) has been used frequently in the recent past 
and has gained considerable acceptance in the 
industry (Tiffany et al 527). The resultant data have 
increased the debate about which method is most 
appropriate. With noncultured air samples, analysis 
can be performed directly with a microscopic exam, 
with results reported in counts per cubic meter of 
air; turnaround time is faster as well. One drawback 
to these samples is that the analysis is less-detailed, 
producing identification only to the genus level. By 
comparison! cultured sample analysis can identify to 
the level; however, such requires a 

processing time, and imposes media limita
tions and difficult handling demands. 

Examination of the tables reveals some common 
deficiencies among past studies and their approach 
to post..oremediation sampling: 1) a small number of 
the focus on post-remediation sarnDlm~2:; 

reliance on sampling; 3) a 
approach In other words, most of 

the studies focus on trying to apply a single number 
to spore levels everywhere and anywhere, placing a 
heavy on sample results. These deficien
cies suggest that the mold industry needs to realize 
that many factors must be considered when con-

post-remediation clearance sampling. 
Past recommendations for post-remediation val

ues include suggestions for reviewing data by com
paring types of fungal spores and their relative 
proportion in a sample (called a rank! order review); 
comparisons to out-of-doors levels; andJ:"equirements 
that no pathogenic organisms be detected in post
remediation sampling [ACGIH(b) 7.4.2]. To apply 

rank/ order values to a mold remediation project, one 
would collect all air sa..rrrole from out-of-doors a.nd 
another sarnple from the ;emediated area within the 
building. Analysis results of each sample would then 
be compared, listing spore types from the most com
mon ones observed to the least common. 

In a healthy environment, the most common 
spore types identified within the structure should 
also be the most plentiful in the out-of-doors sample. 
Building on this, the indoor sample should reflect 
similar spore type occurrences at a reduced level. 
For example, if an unusually high count of an 
uncommon spore type is found on the indoor sam
ple that is not prevalent on the out-of-doors sample, 
it is feasible to conclude that an active mold source 
exists :iJ:ldoors. The rank/order method seems logi
cal because it accommodates the issue of diHerent 
geographic locations with different naturally occur
ring types of spores. 

Interpreting the Data 
In examining the body of data available on cul

tured fungal air sample analysis summarized in 
Tables 1 through 3, it is clear that the level of 1,000 
colony forming units per cubic meter of air 
(CPU /m3) is considered significant. This amount 
was most frequently mentioned (the mode) as the 
appropriate indicator of background levels of mold 
(e.g., Burge; OSHA). Indeed, a tight range of num
bers emerged from the statistical analysis with 1,341 
CPU /m3 as the mean and 650 CPU /m3 as the medi
an. According to the collective data, results below 
1,000 CFU / m3 of common types of outdoor molds 
indicate no evidence of water intrusion and that no 
heath effects would be expected. 

However, target fungal types are discussed in 
many documents, with an overall agreement- that 
further investigation should be conducted.if fungal 
types do not mimic the variety seen in pr()X1ID,He 
outdoor samples. Many of these cited c>";-hrv .. ,, 

that consideration should be 
presence even small amounts of target or~;arus]:ns 
which have been found in conjunction water-
damaged or contaminated buildings. In particular, 

authors suggest that elevated levels of 
"-.'-U.I..-.LLJU.Lliil and Aspergillus mold are not 

health concerns, but coincide 
building materials 9]. In u.""-'-... .LC~'VA 
mold types that are associated with elevated 
of mycotoxins (e.g., Stachybotrys, Fusarium, 

Memnoniella) are also tied to water-damaged build-
even if Lhey are detected only in small 

ties [AlBA(b) 9]. 
As shown in Table 4, historical interpretations of 

"normal" (background) levels for noncultured air 
samples ranged from 2,000 counts per cubic meter of 
air (c/m3) as the mode, to 4,786 c/m3 as the mean; 
2,500 c/m3 was the median value; its similarity to 
the mode gives it increased validity as the dividing 
line between background levels and those found 
when conhiilliria:tion is present. Agam, "many studies 
implied that no health effects are expected if £uno-al 

I:J 
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Table 1 

Cu red Air Sample Analysis Guidelines: -Part 1 

J Date Source [Reference] 

1979 Berk, et al [A] <700 >700** 

1979 Graveson (General) <3,000 Cladospor- 3,000 Cladosporium; 
[B] ium; <100 Alter- 100 Altemaria-

naria-threshold threshold for evoking 
. for evoking allergic allergic sympto:riJs . 
symptoms. 

1983 Berstein, et al [B] 

1984 Solomon, et al [A] <1,600 >1,600 

1984 Holmberg [AJ <2,200 

present.·· 

1984 et al [A] <1 nnn** ....... J../\Jv"-! 

investigate. 

1986 

1987 Burge, et al [B] . 
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Table 2 

Cultured Air Sample AnalYs;is :~pi'-_f!li~C!~:-P~":-~ 
._Guidel~nes 

Cultured Air Sample 'Analysis 
Date Source [Reference] Normal - I~~actecf>~~ 

1989 AIHA: Practitioner's <1,000** 
Approach to IAQ 
Investigations [A] 

1990 Burge [A] <1;000** 

1990 Reponen, et al' 
(Homes r~ot fru~'TI1S) 
[AJ 

1990 Reynolds,et '~ [A] " -



i~ 

Air Sample Analysis Guidelines: Pilrt 3 

Date 

1994 

Source [Reference] 

Cutter Information 
Corp.: IAQ Update: 
Biocontarninants in 
Indoor Envrronments 
[A] 

1994 OSHA: Proposed IAQ 

1994 

1995 

1995 

1995 

1995 

1997 

1999 

1999 

2001 

2001 

2002 

2003 

Standard [A] 

Healthy Buildings 
International [A] 

ACGIH:Air 
Sampling Instruments 
for Evaluation of 
Atmospheric 
Contaminants [A] 

IAQ Association Inc.: 
IAQ Standard 
Recommended for· 
Florida [A] 

Health Canada: Fun-
gal Contamination ill 
Public Buildings: A 
Guide to Recognition 
and Management [CI 

. NYCDH: Guidelines 
on Assessment & Re-
mediation of atra in 
Indoor Envimmts. [A] 

Robertson [DJ 

Services 

Mycotech Biological 
Inc. m 

*C;olony fonning units 
cumc 111eter oj air. 
**Interpreted levels. 

Guidelines 
Cultured Air Sample Analysis for Fungi (CFU/m3 *) 
Normal I Impacted I Remediated Interpretation 

<300 cornmon >300 common fungi; 
fungi; <150 mixed > 150 mixed 
fungi; <200 total >200 total 
fungi; <100 if· unless iminunocom-
:inununocompro- promised population 
rnised population** 

<750 if species 
not infective or 
allergerdc 

<100 (low)** 100 1,000 (intermedi.:. 
ate)**; >1,000 (high)** 

>300 common; >150 

or 

diate 

<300 total fungi; 
<50 individual 
species (excepting 
Cladosporium) 

<550 >550** 

<300; <50 
ual 
excluding 
Cladosporium 

>gOO- <1,000 
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4 

Noncultured 5i1mple 

Noncultured Air 
Date Source [Reference] Normal 

1988 Lacey, et al [A] 1,000 to 10,000 

1993 Russian Federation: ' 1,000-10,000 cells / m3 

MAC of Harmful 
Substances [A] 

1999 Mycotech Biological 
Inc. ill 

2001 . Godish: Indoor 
Environmental 
Quality [E] 

2001 Clark [F] 
Residential ~ugdings ' 

2003 Wonder Makers 
Environmental [K] 

2003, 

*Interpre~ed levels. 

<2,000 

>3,000 to <10,000 

. <5,000 

counts are at or below background levels as long as 
no target fungal types are present. 

1P;!lllil"'n,lnn from Hu.::l"""",n, 

Despite the controversy over acceptable levels and 
numbers, post-remediation guidelines that include 
numbers are feasible. However, numbers are only part 
of the solution; process and interpretation must also 
be considered. One must understand that initial 
remediation criteria will not be set in stone. Once any 
criteria gains substantial industry acceptance, it is pru
dent to expect that experience with those criteria will 
lead to future adjustments. For example, consider his
torical issues concernillg acceptable levels of asbestos, 
radon and lead. Initially, exposure limits for these sub
stances were controversial, but eventually the impact
ed industries adapted work procedures to meet the 
criteria. As the acceptable control level became more 
commonplace, research validated its effectiveness. 
Many substances that are considered contaminants in 
buildings have gone through multiple cycles ,in which 
the acceptable level was adjusted based on continuing 
application and research. These same trends can be 
expected for the mold remediation industry. 

It is not unusual for post-remediation sampling to 
fail to meet clearance criteria. Communication prob
lems, along with failure to follow specifications, 
have a significant impact on post-remediation clear
ance. Since many industry guidance documents rec
ommend that a mold remediation work area be left 
free of visible dust (pinto and obvious 
visual are the first clue that has 

acc:onlrnlg to specifications. 
example, visible dust is present within the 

containment, the isolated area has not been carefully 
cleaned, and illlacceptable levels of mold spores may 
still be present. Clearance testing need not be con
ducted if the area is obviously not clean. In addition 
to identifying visual mold growth, hidden mold that 
may be impacting the area must be considered. Work 
plans must consider multiple aspects of a remediation 
project-specifically the possibility of hidden mold. 
EPA and AIHA documents warn about hidden mold 
in remediation projects [EPA 8; AIHA(a) 8]. Without 
careful reference to documents such as these, crucial 
information could be missed, potentially causing a 
multitude of problems later in the project. 
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Improper setup of remedia
tion projects ca...n 

tractor several more 
the site (and sut)st2mnal 
tional 

caused rec:orrrillrrrrna1aOI 

success. 
easiest way to 

evaluation 
criteria is to make the contain-
ment or work area 
able. If contractors C01:1S1stentJy 
establish effective engineering 
controls, such as isolation bar-
riers and pressure 
enclosures, surrounding 
environmental factors should 
not matter. Proper isolation of the work area will 
provide a uniform baseline between remediation 
projects, regardless of the type of building. 

Professionals in the mold industry want 
Contractors, building owners and oC<:UrJarlts, 
ance adjusters/ industrial hygienists and profes
sionals are all directly impacted by the lack of clarity 
often found in regulations. AB such, contractors must 
understand the endpoint before beginning a 
remediation project .. When all parties understand that 
remediated areas are to be dust-free and meet prede
termined criterion for levels of fungal material, the 
communication process between contractor and client 
is drastically improved. Having a clear endpoint also 
reduces surprises at the end of a project, and helps 
contractors and consultants work together with the 
same goals in mind, ultimately reducirlg costs. It is 
also an that must be considered 
when standard of care. 

General Recommendations for 
the Post-Remediation Sampling Process 

Contractors and SH&E professionals need to take 
a macro approach to any jobsite before post-remedi
ation sampling' begins. Having an independent or 
third-party consultant write specifications and aid in 
the facility inspection is usually a good idea (llCRC 
4.2.1). In the event of legal action, having a third
party consultant helps ensure that actions taken dur
ing remediation are agreed on and documented. 

The post-remediatio~ process should always start 
with a visual irlspection. Small indicators such as dust 
and debris should immediately alert the inspector that 
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post-remediation siliTtples would most likely not meet 
clearance criteria due to the unclean condition of the 
site, such sampling would be senseless. 

To ensure that the data collected at a project site 
are valid, sampling and analytical techniques should 
be consistent. Using different techniques for post
remediation samples as compared to earlier project 
sampling may alter the results and, ultimately, cause 
additional problems, expenses and frustration. 
Therefore! the same sample collection and analysis 
methods should be used at the beginning and the 
end of the project. 

The final general recommendation is to remember 
that people's health is involved. If any concerns are 
raised, err on the conservative side to protect building 
occupants. On any remediation project, contractors' 
-nT'lITY',,~-nr concern should be protecting themselves, the 

crew and the building One must 
also recognize that mold remediation occurs in a wide 
range of situations. These recommendations are 
designed to be to normal residential and busi
ness environments. Structures with immunocompro
mised occupants or other at-risk populations may 
require the application of more-stringent standards 
on fungal contamination clean-up efforts. 

It All 
At some point, historical data and general 

concepts must be distilled into a workable process. 
The sidebar above is based on the authors' ongoing 
research and mold remediation project experience; it 
is based on noncultured sampling. All procedures 
for a post-remediation evaluation are captured in a 



six-step process. In Step 1, a visual inspection is con
ducted before ru"lY sru"LTples are collected. This 
inspection helps deter~e whether project specifi
cations were followed; whether the moisture source 
was identified and corrected; and whether the work 
area is dust-free (white-glove test). Only after the 
area passes a visual inspection are noncultured sam-
ples collected. . 

In Step 2, initial interpretation of the sample data 
compares the total fungal spore concentration to the 
set number of 2,000 c/m3. This number is derived 
from the supporting reference data (Table 4) in 
which the mode value is 2,000 c/m3. As the table 
shows, several studies agree that this value is typical 
of an environment that is not :i:nlpacted by adverse 
interior fungal growth-in essence, a !!normal fun
gal ecology" Data also show that very low total 
counts are possible based on seasonal variability or 
location. The authors' experience is consistent with 
that expressed by many others: When comparing 
samples from yarious areas, the reliability of a gross 
comparison (i.e., total fungal spores) drops off con
siderably at low spore concentrations. Therefore, an 
exemption from Step 3 is provided for samples from 
inside the contained area that have a total spore con
centration of less than 800 c/m3. 

In Step 3, evaluation of the remediation process 
continues with a comparison of the total spore count 
inside the work area to the total spore count in the 
makeup air source, based on the location of the con
tainment entry point. Subsequently, a rank/ order 
comparison of the fungal types (to the genus level 
only) and concentrations, including hyphal frag
ments inside the work area, are compared to the 
types and amounts naturally occurring in the com
parison sample (Step 4). 

At this point, it is recommended that the levels of 
hyphal fragments be reviewed. Hyphal fragment is 
a term that laboratories use to describe frag

organisms which are not 
Since generally do not 
enough to allow them to be correlated 
with a of fungi, they are recorded sep-
arately experience indicates that when 
concentrations of hyphal fragments found inside are 
higher than those found out-of-doors, an indoor 

is usually present. Thus, this 
COlnr)ar:lson is included in Step 4. 

spores and hyphal fragments 
recovered in the work area sample(s) must be not 
more than 100 higher than the levels of corre
sponding fungal spores or hyphal fragments in the 
comparison sample. This limit is based on the 
pIe that all analytical methods have a limit 
tion which must accommodate the limitations of the 
equipment used in the laboratory and for sample col
lection. In an indoor environment with a normal fun
gal ecology, the ranking of the spores types found 
inside the work area should reflect the ranking of the 
comparison sample. For example, if Cladosporium 
was the most common spore type identified in the 
comparison sample, one would expect to find 

Cladosporium as the top-ranking spore type inside '" 
t."te work area, orJv at a siwificantlv lower level. 

During St~p 5, kdicat~r fungal types are consid
ered. Fungal types are designated as J'indicator" if 
they are associated with water damage to building 
or indoor finish materials. One must keep in mind 
that these fungi may also come from outdoors and 
make up a natural part of the existing flora. While 
several molds are discussed as potential indicators 
of water-damaged environments, Aspergillus/ 
Penicillium types are mentioned frequently in the 
reference documents. 

Aspergillus and Penicillium spores are lumped 
together when analysis is performed by direct 
microscopy because the spores are indistinguishable 
from one another. Oddly, this rums out to be a bene
fit in the post-remediation evaluation process. Certain 
species of both are early colonizers of water-damaged 
materials that grow quickly and disperse many 
spores. When these growth properties are matched 
with the negative health effects associated with these 
spores, their value as an indication of acceptable mold 
remediation procedures is enhanced. Experience with 
post-remediation criteria and the documents refer
enced in the tables has led the authors to the conser
vative but achievable criteria that indicator fungal 
types must be recovered at levels below 200 

In Step 6, target organisms are considered. These 
organisms are identified by their characteristic need ....... 
for high moisture content and/ or water activity to • 
grow, their ability to naturally produce toxins and 
their common degradation of cellulose-containing 
materials. Spores from these target organisms are not 
typically found in clean indoor environments so the 
criterion for them is zero tolerance. The presence of 
these organisms in a cleaned work area indicates inef-
fective remediation and can result in continued issues 
with the structure or ill health effects for occupants. 

time one step in this process exceeds the crite-
ria, area must be recleaned and retested as 
times and as thoroughly as needed to meet the 
for that before proceeding to the next 
the work area has met the criteria in all six it is 
considered to be clean with a normal fungal ecology, 
and the project has been successfully completed. 

VU.;t:CHCJU.L the effort to collect and review his
torical data, develop post-remediation then 
field-test the process, several overarching COIlCe"pts 
emerged. 

Lack of standardiiation cyeates 
Projects often fail due to incorrect or efforts to 
follow specifications. However, many projects are 
currently categorized as ineffective because no wide
ly recognized verification protocol or criteria is avail
able for comparison of post-remediation samples. As 
a result, the project becomes seemingly endless, 
costs skyrocket and liability becomes an issue. 

Previous efforts have not focused on post-reme
diation as a separate subset of data, which leaves the 
field wide open. Much research has been related to 
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identifying background levels or levels that can be 
linked to specific health effects. Few studies have 
focused on identifying post-remediation criteria that 
verifies the effectiveness of the remediation and 
cleaning techniques--even if those criteria cannot be 
clearly linked to health risk. History has shown that 
many times a ''best guess ff must be made so that 
research can validate the effectiveness of a particular 
level or criterion. Separating post-remediation crite-
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ria from the debate over background lev
els or other confounding issues would 
allow the industry to advance while fur
ther scientific data are collected. 

Conclusion 
Developing post-remediation evalua

tion criteria for mold projects should be a 
process. Comparison numbers are only a 
small part of the process. However, the 
endpoint must be clearly detailed and 
communicated before the project begins. 
The proposed strategy for post-remedia
tion criteria includes six steps. Failure in 
any step means the evaluation process 
must start over at Step 1. Incorporation of 
visual criteria and interpretation of sam
ple data is crucial to the success rate of 
remediation projects. 

Controversy continues to surround 
indoor air quality especially related to 
mold and its effects. Setting and using 
post-remediation evaluation criteria in all 
remediation projects is an effective way to 
strengthen the industry and, in the long 
run, help define industry standards. Each 
mold remediation project should be 
viewed from a macro perspective, consid
ering all related factors. III 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUlVIMARY 

1.1 GENERAL 

llH! .r.-1oislure Assessment Report is h~reby submitted for the Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCIj at 
Detroit Metropolitan Via:yne County Airport (DTW), in Romulus, Michigan. It has been prepared in 
accordance with the Scope of Services developed for this task under the Jacobs' Change Propos,3i CP 007-
032A, dated May 26,2005, approved June 15,2005. 

TIJe objectives of this report include collecting sufficient data to perform a qualitative evaluation of excess 
moisture evident \.vithin the lower pOliions of (he facilityt resultant damage, and measures necessary to 
preventor correct it, and generate a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) construction cost estimate for those 
corrective measures. 

1.2 nACKGROUND 

111C ATCf is a Leo Daly standard design; approximately 230' in overall height, with an attached 3 level base 
building was constructed in 1990. 111e ATCT shaft is constructed of both load bearing pre-cast and cast-m
place concrete panels. TIle upper occupied levels are conslructed of structural sled frame with architectural 
pre-cast panels cladding. 1be Hoors at all levels are concrete comp<>site decks on steel frame. Interior 
partitions throughout 1he facility consist of gypsum waH board on metal studs. 

l..3 CONCLUSIONS 

The environm(,';n1al survey observed small amounts of mold growth in .a few localized areas on t.he interior 
surfnce of g-jpsum wallboard of the elevator shaft liner, primarily at levels 6-9 of the ATCf. TIle mold was 
observed on tIle surface paper of !he wallboard and did not appear to the surface. \Ve also observed 
some dry water st1ins in a few areas in the elevator shaft, but no mold was At this the 
minor mold (.. 'ndition on a few areas .of the elevator shaft waH docs not aDpear to pose a health conccm to 
OC4:;ut;lanls. but should be addressed in the near-term the :;::;' with 
rec()mrncndcd in this report, to 

observed mold on construction, 

is on 
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which is in violation of FAA Orders 6480.7C & D. TIle vestibule vcnlilation 
rll1"'rl"rlititr I'tt't"'r",t~n<l' 1be building automation system is un-reliable, has aged beyond its useful 
calibration, and the local starr should be provided adequate training on its operation. 
recommendation is made to install a new cooling coil in the oufside air intake of vestibule ventilation system, 
revise the BV AC operation to a non-economizer operation, and provide a new building automation computer 
with proper training. 

TIle a professional 
assessment the condition of the to the and the probable costs to 
mHH!.ate the observed deficiencies in 111e facility and prevent further occurrences. 111ey are based 011 good 
professional and judgment 

1.4 ROUGH OJUJER OF COST .ESTI1\1ATE 

The ROM conslruclion cost estimate to implement the recommendalionsof this report by a general 
It includes, in addition to labor mobilization and 

bond costs. should be ' 
noted that of the cost is in PIC concrete panels at 
the «flnre'" of the ATCT shaft due to the of work. While interior sealing may 
be performed at potentially lesser cost, it win provide limited surety of access to uU locations, and 
effectiveness in dealing with the issues. The ROM cost schedules are included in the apfleI1cjJx. 

There are additional costs associated with carrying out these construction 
budgeting Such costs include AlE design fees for 

(shop drawing review and to 
the FAA in the construction project(s). 

that should be included for 
associnted A/E construction 

and plant costs borne 
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2.0 OBSERVATIONS 

2.1 INTnODUCTION 

Jacobs's survey team comprised an architect, a mechanical engineer, and a certified industrial hygienist 
(CUI) environmental engineer performed a site visit to the facility on Tuesday and Wednesday. June 21 and 
22} 2005, A sub-contracted skil1ed laborer accompanied the team to assist with any intrusive exploration 
required within the facility. 

The goals and level of eff0rt aftlle site survey consisted Oflhe following: 

1. Gatht'T field da.ta to assist in perfonning an objective qualitative multi-discipHne evaluation of the 
existing conditions, and note obvious pertinent deficiencies as encountered and collect data for use in 
deveJoping this report 

2. Meet with regional FAA personnel to solicit tlleir input on the current condition of the facility, 
remediation efforts previously undertaken related (0 t11C problems observed. and to report the field 
observations and address the deficiencies in this report, as indica.ted above. 

3. Provide sufficient data to genera1e a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost. estimatet as required to 
remediale the deficiencies noted in the report. 

The construction documents made avanable indicate the A ref is a 201'-0" (to cab floor) Leo Daly standard 
design. Prior to conductjng the site visit, Jacobs obtained a copy of some of the design drawings for the; 
A TCI' from the FAA Great Lakes Regional office, and some additional documents were obtained at the site. 

A coordination meeting was heJd at tile f~cmty on Tuesday afternoon, June 21,2005 at the ATCT with FAA 
and Jacobs representatives. The actual survey began Tuesday evening and was started -with an attendance 
and safety meeting. The attendance Jist from both coordination a.nd the pre-survey meetings are included in 
the Appendix... 

In order to minimIze operations the team of the elevator shaft 
the night hours Jun"e 21Et. l1'le elevator roof hatch was 

level of the shaft wus observed from a ladder inside the elevator 
faken all Later the survey tc."1m the fourth and ninth Doors to the source 

the survey, 
conduct any mold 

there by the FAA. 

the team refumed to the ATCf and "nr-,r"""""rl each level to further mvestl2ate any 

conducted a limited visual mSDC(~i!Cm of observed mold Jacobs did not 



2.2 

2.2.1 

OBSERVATIONS AND REC01\iMENDATIONS 

ARCHITECnJRAL 

The Architectural survey focused on any potential sources of moisture penetration into 
tl1e the resulting dmnage1 and recommendations to repair and mifigate those conditions. Both 
the building envelope ilnd interior constI1lclion were observed in order to define tl1e extent of any 
physical deficiencies contributing to the problems of moisture within the building. Described here-in 
are the architectural observations llnd lherecommended solutions to the noted deficiencies. 

A. Ohservations 

L in some interior spaces. specifically the 4th and 9'h floors in t11e ATCf. the FAA had found 
moisture or mold at fhe bottom of gypsum walJboard panels and had removed and 
rpnl"l"".r\ the affected own to a 3 f -0" above the floor. 111is includes 

the exterior wans:. wans and the outer layers of the board 
shaft liner surrounding the elevator 'I11ere arc a number of concerns regarding the 

conditions of the G\VB> including the replacementportions. 

a. Much of the new GWB has been in direct conmct with the concrete floor slabs, to 
match ex.isting G\VB. This allows for "v.licking" of any condensation" or moisture present 
on the floor into the panels causing further water ck1mage and decay of the gypsum board. 

b. In accordance with the building the intermediate shaft levels (1-10) below the Sub-
Junction Levels the "Leo standard ATcr are to remain '''unoccupied''. At DTWt 

levels 3 through 10 have been built-out as storage and offices spacest creating non
compHant "occupied" spaces. The moisture problems identified in this survey typically 
manifest themselves at areas within these levels. 

c. Visual inspection of the elevator shaft revealed minor surface mold growth on the interior 
shaft-liner nt levels 6 tIu'ough 9. This. is primarily found on the OWB panels above 
{he 1100r slab and partition sill track. AdditionaHy. some surface corrosion was observed 
on these sin further the may be result of moisture at thef]oor 
slab. 

.....Jl.l;;:,tl),l~ conditions were observed at the c:x1erior of the OCCll1PH~ 
""U'''''''·'b ;>LJlrJIUJII\-ll'LIU }eve!s that may have contributed to the moisture found at 

<l. shaft on 
urethane foam caulk 

show of deterioration, on the interior face 
of these same have a solid non~flexibie sealant material that shows no of 
fhihrre or waler " .. "', ...... "" ...... 'niC space between t11e inner and outer sealant lines could /Jot be 

it is however Do:ssliJle that wa1er could between these lines to the lower 
Icvds of the tower shaft. 

h. A ~ource of moisture infiltration was observed at the Microwave Antennae 
balconies at the floor Junction Level. At the south and west comer balconies the 
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floors arc open metal grating above an interior areaway accessed from the Electronic 
Equipment Room. The floor drain located within the areaway ofthe west balcony shows 
evidence of past blockage and subsequent ponding of water. During the inspection this 
drain had some debris consisting primarily of tIle light .. weight fireproofing from the 
surrounding sleel structural framing, partial1y obstructing the drain. It CDn be assumed (hat 
the south balcony, which could not be inspected, is in a similar condition. The north and 
east balconies have bare concrele noor decks that, being exposed to the elements are 
potential source of moisture penetration partjcularly at the outboard deck edges. 

ll. R eCOln men cJnti O)J.'i 

]. fn order to mitigate observed problems and return the ATCf to code compliance, an nOll-rated 
infernal partitions and associated doors, frames, and hardware within the tower shaft defining 
uoccupiabJespaces" should be removed (approx. 1100 square feet, 9 doors and frames). 

2. In the aficcted tlreas !lot addressed by the previous comment> the bottom edge of gypsum wan 
board should be cut back approximately ~" ~bove the floor slab (0 prevent wicking of 
moisture into the panel. At rated assemblies, an appropriate UL approved, fire raled sealant 
should be instal1ed between the slab and GWB. A rubber or vinyl waH base should also be 
instaHed to conceal the cut (approx. 30 linear feet) . 

3. The shaft liner panels within the elevator shaft should be wet-wiped cleaned and may be 
painted in a manner dcscribed in the cnyjronmental obscrvation portion of this report (appro:L 
6100 square feet). 

4. AU vertical exterior pre-cast panel joint') .r;hourd have the sealant joints stripped, and 
appropriate new backer rod and sealant installed (approx. 1300 feet). 

5. TIle concrete decks at the north find enst and below the south and west microwave balconies 
should have a fluid appIiecJ waterproof traffic membrane installed, with particular attention 
paid to the perimeter sl.ab edge where leaks are most likely to occur (approx. GOO square feet). 

2.2.2 ,MECHANICAL 

TIle mechanical system of the ATcr was reviewed as it relates to tllC reported moisture 
conditions. The review focused on how the airborne and ventilation 
thnou!];ho!l1t the tower Hnd the elevator shaft. to the fourth and ninth floors 

A. 

L 'I11e HVAC system for the ATCT includes: Zlhmm(lHflg 

hot water exhaust 
instruments. 

chiHed water cooling coils and' 
HV AC control systems and 

( 



2. T\vo constant volume air conditioning units A1IU-ll and 1 
SLH)-·lUnCllOn Jevel serve the offices and electronic pn'''''''rY1pn! 

Two constant air conditioning (AHU-13 and 
cab and rcstrOQms. 'llle stainvcll vestibule is n,..~\'\t1"pn 

outside air intake plenum; supply fan and 11t"-tur,,,..llr· 

,I'",~h ... r"". louver. . 

located on the 
Junction leve1. 

rt'lnrll'Ou\ serve both the 
which 

3. 111c fourth level room has had a water to the 

4. 

Staff. The bottom of the outside air intake and some Cpn~fOllf" 

10caleu in this room. It is (hat the flood was due to t}le water accumulation in the 
outside ilk plenum and seepage from the small ductwork. 'fbis could have gone 
un~detected. ponding up in tile room and wetting the gypsum waH board. Ibis room is not 
\'enfifaied although it is close to the vestibule. Measured and humidity was 76 F 
and 46% 

in moisture-Jaden outside 
inr.l"\pr~tl\'f> at the time of the 

air fan 

That means that the tower 15 COilsf,mtJIY 
violation to the FAA Orders 6480.7 C& which r""'Hfn""'" 

pre~sure an (he time. 

5. 'Inc survey did not reveal other indications afmter coming from any plumbing 

6. The ninth floor room has no ventilation. and humidity were 76 F and 46% 
R1:L There was no evidence of moisture from any mechanical or plumbing system. 

7. The tenlh floor NATCA room was previously used as a smoking room. It has a de-ene'fl.~l:zed 
exhaust ductffan from the stairwell vestibule supply air 
ductwork. 'I1Jere was a self-contained room air conditioner in this room. but 

it is disconnected. 'The room docs not have any ventilation and the was 
and 

8. 
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6480.7C & D which prohibits economizer cycles for critical operational ateas slIch as the cab, 
electronic equipment rooms Bnd TRACON. 

1 I. The bllilding automation computer system is malfunctioning and its temperature sensors are 
out of calibI1ltion beyond its useful life. The computer is an old 362 system, which can't pulJ w 

dOl¥11 menus or print trend reports: The computer operators do not have sufficient training to 
operate or adjust system functions. 

12. Outside air intake louvers are clogged-up with dirt and need cleaning. 

It R(;COmmcnaafions 

1. Reactivate the vestibuie ventilation system and install a cooling coil into the ductwork to 
remove the moisture from the oU!.side air. Rcyjse air flow of SF-2 and so that SF-2 wHl 
have a Jligher air flow than SF-It thus: putting the tower under positive pressure (positive 
pressure prevents untreated moisture and dust laden air entering into the facility). 

2. Change the control system to prevent operation of the economizer cycle. Disconnect dampcr 
operators from return, economizer relic{ air, and outside air dumpers. Set outside air volume 
constant as per the number of occupants. Install a new building automation computer system 
and provide sufficient trajning in its use. 

3. The entire ATCT BV AC system needs to be rebalanced 10 provide positive pressure at all 
times. 

4. Close the air gap under the door to the ESD's area. Presently unconditioned moisture laden 
outside air ent.ers to the ESD's control room incr~lsing the loads on tIle installed ABU. 

5. Recommend removal of the dty\vall from aU the ""f.·,~".~"," rooms in the tower. 

1.23 ENVIRON!HENTAL 

conditions thai 

most .n1.-",,,,'1,,.,1 

Tc:mpcruhtre ronge between 

greater than 60% 
4. nutrient base 
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5. High concentration of mold spores 

Some cOInmon conditions that may re..<;ult in a mold issue include: 

A .. 

a. Improper building ventilation and maintenance 
b .. Mechanical that is' non..cJrainabIe, or non-cTeanable 
c. Poor waterproofing, caulking, sheet metal details I workmanship that 

infiltration 
d. Jines as a result 
c. \Vater of material.s 
f. Plugged drains or inadequate 
g. Frozen due to maaec;rualle 
h. 
i. 

Observ .. tions 

workrnarlship or damnge 
to or after instal1ation 

barriers 

aHows water 

As. pali of this moisture survey, Jacobs conducted a visual inspection of the accessib1e areas. above 
ceilings and behind to evaluate current building conditions for moisture accumulation and 
possible mold brrO\\rth areas. Jacobs did not conduct mold sampling. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

During the initial building wulk-through on afternoon) June 21 and the late evening of 
June 21 through June 22. a wide range of temperature, humidity, and ventilation controls were 
noticeably different at various levels ofthe tower and fluctuated significantly from day 10 night' 
time. On sl;nne kveJs the room conditions appeared 10 be directly dependent on outside 
weather conditions. 

Discussions with the maintenance personnel indicated difficulty to control and operate the 
ventilation mechanical sys!em. See Mechanical Section for details. 

Throughout the tower, the rooms have concrete floors. and most bave finished waifs and 
ceilings. Some and walls are open (0 the concrete steel s1mcture. The 
structural steel is covered with spray-on On the levels of the tower, 
there is no mechanical and nir conditions were encountered in dosed 
n)offiS. TIlc e/c;--vaior does force air movement in the elevator areas or each 

lmt aOJ<lCI:ntroorns are dosed arld have minima] air circulation. 

such 
as ncar a or metal surface corrosion was and indicated 
hll'-" ",i,hr conditions have occurred in the space due to ambient weather conductions. 

Most wallboard extends to contact the concrete floor. The metal stud walls are constructed 
IJblcn~la:)s insulation in wans the exterior structure, and un interior 

Ih(.'YC is 8- 12" of air space between the interior 
waH board and the prc-cast concrete structure exterior wall. No accumulation of moisture or 
mold \vas identified. 



6. One smaH accumulation of moisture wa's identified behind a GWB colunm cover on the 911t 

floor, Room 928 northeast comer, but no mold gro\\1h was identified in the area.. This area was 
directly behind the waJJboard that was removed during the mold abatement in the spring 2005. 

7. Prior mold remediation areas on (he 4th and 9th :floors were inspected and currently no mold 
l:,riowth was visible or detected by a musty odor. 

8. Elevator Shaft - A small amount of surface mold growtb was identified in a few localized 
areas of the upper elevator shaft (9111 through 6th floors). The moJd was identified only on the 
surface paper (green back) of a few waJ1bonrds. lining the elevator shaft. The mold was 
identified on the surface paper and did not penetrate into the wallboard. The growth is 
primarily found on the wallboard panel~ above the Door concrete slab and metal pnrtition sill 
track. Additionally, some minor surface corrosion was observed on tilese metal sill tracks) 
indicating damage may be a result of moisture at the floor slab. A direct cause for the current 
areas of minor mold growth on thedcvator slJaft walls was not dctcnnincd. Since the elevator 
shan draws air and vents to the outside afmosphere, changing ambient weather OlUmidity, 
tempcmture. etc.) conditions may affect the elevator shaft conditions to promote mold growth. 
Also in the elevator shaft, a few areas fJf minor, dry, water stains were identified, but no mold 
growth was present on the water stains. 

9. One small water stained (W" diameter) on a ceiling tile was identified Qutside the Junction level 
Men's Restroom but no mold grow was present 

W. A surface". dry, water stain (1 txl~) on the waH board was noted under a duct in Room 827 but 
no mold growth was present 

1 L A few Jocations of dry, water stained pipe insulation were noted above a few ceilings) but no 
mold growth was visible. 

B. RecommendaHons 

<i. installation. 
sure pans 

moisture and mold 
water 
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2. 

I 

3. 

'-AJlJ'\."'" a list of locations to 'hI""-UV1.(""IU 

where moid for additional moisture 
InnU_H"rrn moisture source 

poor water damage, 
Inspections are recommended monthly 

for other potential areas. has Ai musty 
be dealt with the visual 

lllSlJed:ion.lt is attention be paid to gypsum waH 
board, paper or .,UllLll"l"i;> th<u may contain ceIJulose1 is a 
common nutrient source for molds to grow. Conduct periodic inspection of the building for 
the jndicators; 

a. Evidence of waler damage. stained WeSt efo. 
b. Evidence humidity or condensati{m sagging ceiling tiles, wet building or pipe 

walls, etc.) 
<'>. Musty odors 
d. Mold growth on cellulose-based materials (paper, wood~ dk1irs) 

If after irnlDIeme:ntjrl1g the recommended mitigation no future is observed the FAA may 
the frequency of the inspections. 

Elevator Shaft walls. Clean the interior shaft wall surfaces by wet-wiping with a bleach 
solution (1 part hleach to \ 0 parts water). Although surface b1each cleaning may nol prevent a 
moJd problem from recurring; the FAA can implement a system of periodic monitoring to 
determine the effectiveness in preventing or limiting mold growth. Should the FAA determine 
the results unsatisfactory, and as it is recommended in this action may be 
considered. TIle long-term actions include bleach of the shaft 
walls. The shaftwaHs must be thoroughly dry before To limit mold 
paints zinc C"dn be used to area cleaning and 

Two possible products are SheHdZ®Plus by Zinsser and Foster 
H.B. Fuller. NOTE: Do not paint or caulk over moJd~ 



5~ Remove gypsum wallboard where it is in contact with concrete floor 10 create a minimum !h 
inch gap between the concre{e floor and wallboard 10 prevent moisture wicking. 

6. Check and evaluate waterproofing at exterior joints, comers. and structure penetrations to 
prevent water intrusion 

7. Ch~k nnd ensure al1 chilled water and' exterior drain pipes are properly insulated. 

8. \V1}(~re there is recuning waler damage, check building utilities for leaks or improper 
lnsta !lations. 

9. Eliminate situations when~ lTKlist) 'warm air is to contact cool surfaccs. 

10. ~1aintain floor areas dean by periodic cleaning,. and eliminate unnecessary clutter or storage. 

Page 
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DTYV ATeI' - Detroit Tvll. 
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lVlinor mold on surface of elevator shaft G-VVB 
just above the floor line. 
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Water swins gypsum wall board at mechanical 
ductwork at level StofHf!e Room. 
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DT\V ATCT - Detroit. IVII 

6. 21. 2005 

Minor surface mold and water stains on gypsum liner panel 
below floor slab location. 
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.sture DTvV ATCT - Detroit, Tv}:! 

_ on strl..Lctural steel below the 
microwuv'e Rainwater from above 
washed off some of this which is the 
floor drain below, 
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CI I F eder31 .A via lion l-b\-"v~;,;07 26-J1.lIy-05 

Worksheet ATCT At Detroit Melro Wayne Co. Airport Moisture Assessment 

Moisture !,ssessmen! ITEM: 

Detroil, Michigan SUMMARY 

ESTtI'M TE VALID TO: ESnMA TED BY: DATE: SHEET NO. 

December 2005 TH 30-Aug..(JS 2 OF 3 

QUANTITY MATERIAL LABOR EQUIPMENT 

,DESCRIPTION OF WORK ]'10. UNIT PER SUBTOTA PER SUBTOTA PER SUBTOTAL TOTALS 

UNITS MEAS. UNIT UNIT UNIT 

DIVISION 

DMSION 02 - DemotltJon 1.525 38,043 152,504 182.072 

DIVISION 07· ThermalfMolslure Protect/on ~ -;;:::1::a 
..,~ JVV 30,&43 92" 34.9:37 

DIVISIOI<l tI9 - FInishes UIlB 7,Osa 211 9.Q.lg 

ONISICN 1S - Mechanical 21.275 4t.400 1.24" 63.917 

SUB- TOTAL 27,757 1!1.~ 154.883 299,915 

Material Delivery. freight and Taxes: 12.00 % 3,nl 

General CoodiHoos 20.00 % 59,995 

labor Pr~mjun - InStalling Caltract~ a.oo % 0 

SU6- TOTAL 363,301 

Subcontmctor.: Overhelid lI. Prom --c-. 15.00 % 54,49$ 

i~fl<'!l"1 Conlrac!ors Overtlend 10.00 % 41,7£10 

iGener .. ' Con1r:>C'lO<"S prom 5.00 % 22,97B 

E5calaUon 0.00 % (j 

80nd LS.O % e 7,231.1 

8 
iji:W:;Jq+;:;;<>;::::;;;:' ;-i';.;:>:;;:· .;.;.:;; :,; 

:;: :,:',0;';:; .. ~. 



f jCUENT; TASKiSITE NO. I JOB NO. DATE SUBMITTED 

Federal Aviation Administration F5W54201 26-July-05 

Estimate PROJECT AND CITY ACTMTY; 

Worksheet ATCT l1.j Det:oi! Melro Wayne Co. Airport Moisture Assessment Mol$lU((l Assessmenl Repo1t 

MoislU(e Assessmenl ITEM: 

OefJoil, Michiyan ARCHITECTURAlIMECHANlCAL 

ESTIMATE VALID TO: ESTIMATED BY: DATE: SHEET NO. 

December 2005 TH 3Q..Aug-{l5 3 OF 3 

QUANTITY MATERIAL LABOR EQUIPMENT 

DESCfi,IPTION OF WORK NO. UN/T PER SUBTOTAl PER • SUBTOTAl PER SUBTOTAl.. TUFAlS 

UNITS MEAS. UNIT UNIT UNIT 

ARCHlTECTURAUMECflANICAl 

PMSION 02 • Chlmolili<on 

1. Demo Oryw'a~ ParIlliOru/ 1.100 SF 0.00 0 4.03 4.42B 0.12 133 4,560 

1. Demo ()QO(s 9 EA 0.00 0 40.25 302 1.21 11 373 

I. Pemo~F(~ 9 EA 0.00 0 74.75 67'3 2..24 2G 6S3 

.2. Cld I:lfywall 11"- from floortSlab fnterf~ 30 LF 0.00 0 1125 518 0.52 1£ 533 

'3. Wash/Clean Shaltwalt 6,100 SF 025 1,525 1.58 9.638 0.25 1,52~ 12.688 

4. Remove CatJlk at Inferior and Preca:;( 1.300 LF 0.00 0 17.25 22,425 l1BJ)o 150.800 173.225 

I 
DIVISION 07 - "fh.<!.>rmallMolslun. Protection 

2.. Fin: $ea1aI1t 30 LF 5,18 155 4.60 13tl 0,14 4 W 

4~, C"u/lt; ~"'inb. 1,300 IF 1.15 1.495 11.25 21,425 0.52 an 2(593 

5. WaterproolTralllc~""", 600 SF 2.53 1,518 13.80 8,280 OAt 248 10,045 

NlSIOO 09 • Flnbhe$ 

2. VtnylBase 30 LF us 35 !.1S 35 0.03 1 10 

3. Paint Sffilftwa/I 6,100 SF 0.29 1,154 1.15 7,015 0.00 210 8,979 

:DIVISION 15. Meciuruc:d 

~ f. New Cooling Coil In Vestibule Vent System 1 EA 5,750.00 5,750 5,900.00 6,900 207.00 12,851 

i. Remove SVF-I & SVF·Z Foo MolOfS 2 EA 0.00 0 575.00 1.150 17..25 1.185 

t. Install New MoIO($ 2 EA 1.725.00 3,450 575.00 U50 17..25 3 4,635 
I 

I L Chilled WIlIe6 pjpfnQ 1" S(l LF 11.50 575 11.50 5i5 0...35 17 U67 

~"""oI. _"'.C_'V_ 1 lS 0.00 0 2.B75.00 2,875 86.25 86 2.961 

is-oonned Pamper Operators 1 LS 0.00 a 2.300.00 2,300 69,00 69 2.369 

I 
~-_ """"",,""Com_sr_ i LS 11..500,00 11,500 0,00 0 0.00 0 11.500 

'---' 
peralor Training -4 EA 0.00 () 2.875.00 11,500 86.25 34C 11.845 

Add Cootmi to Soi"lwl>re 1 LS 0.00 0 5.750.00 5,750 172.50 ml 5,913 

3. Baf.ance Towel ~NAC Syslem 1 LS 0.00 0 9,200.00 9,200 216.00 276 ! 9,476 

TOTAL ARCHHECTURAl 27,757 117.336 154,883 ;::;::';:;:;.",::~:;;;::;:::: 

n. 
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1\1oisture A.ssessmcnt DT'V ATCT - Detroit, MI 

APPENDIX 3 

SITE VISIT ATIENDANCE LIST(S) 

1. Coordination l\1eeting Tuesday afternoon, June 21,2005 
2. Site Survey, Tuesday Nigbt, June 21,2005 
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NAME 

Jana 

Site Coordination Meeting 
June 21, 2005- Afternoon Meeting 

Sign-In 

Mechanical en 
Wonder Makers Consultant 
NATCADTW FACREP 
FAA ATCT OPS M 
FAA DTWB. 
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HI 
III 

I 

. NAME 
Diane Morse 
John Guth 
Jana Lien em arm 
Mike Prieur 
Vinnie Sugent 
Michael pjnto 
Dave Bennett 
Pravln PUleI 
Ward Stallworth 
Andy Szente 
Jeff Wesley 

Elevator Evaluation Meeting 
June 21 ~ 2005- Evening Meeting 

Sign-In 

. COl\fPANY .TITLE 
F AA-AGL-473 Civil Engineer 
FAAATCf OPS Mgr 
Jacobs. HSE 
FAA lJj'Wl:i 

NATCADTW FACREP-
Wonder Makers Consultant 
Mr. Handyman Carpenter 
F AA-AGL-473 Mechanical engineer 
Jacobs Architect 
Jacobs Mechanical engineer 
Thyssen Krupp Elevator' Elevator Technician 





Septelnber 26, 2005 

Vince Sugent 
Detroit Metro Tower FACREP 
Detroit Metro Tower 
Building 801 
Detroit, MI 48242 

WON E R MAKERS 

E N V I R NMENTAl 

RE: Response to Jacobs Engineering Moisture Assessn1ent Report 
Wonder Makers Environmental Project GC05-5988 

Dear Vince: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the moisture asseSSInent rep01i dated August 2005 for 
the AT'CT at Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport. We have provided our specific 
coinn1ents related to individual areas of the report in the paragraphs below. we are 
extremely that the engineering study did not address a Inultitude of 
significant mold-related problems in the building, as was promised by during 
their Apri127 informational meeting regarding the response to continuing fungal 
contamination problenls in the building. At that n1eeting the Airway 17acilities CAF) tean1 
leaders stated that the lnold issues were being addressed in a short tenn plan and a long term 
plan. Despite our concerns that the FAA was ilnproperly ignoring evidence of n10ld 
conta111ination on the tenth floor and other areas of building, we were assured that n101d 
exposures in areas other than those targeted during the short ten}1 reinedi ation would be 
addressed as part of the long tern} response. rrhis is clearly not the case. 

no l11ention of the 5~tachybotrys contan1ination identified on the tenth floor and 
~kU.'V\.-'''-U. LJ\'-HU.fJU.Hh on n1ultiple 'V V'V<.<U'"'VJ. 

VL1.' .. "'-'." as as concen1S 
apparent has no intention of health concerns 
tower that are a result of the fungal contan1ination still present in the building. 

111 

stand by our 
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earlier reCOl111Ylendations that a c0l11prehensive 1110Id assessnlent should be conducted and that 
appropriate re111ediation of both visible fungal growth and airborne spores be conlpleted by 
individuals in accordance with the standard of care that is in place for the mold re111ediabon 
industry. 

Specific Concerns with the Moisture Assessnlent Report iionl Jacobs Engineering 

: The objectives of the report are different than those publicly stated at the April 27 
111eeting. At that tinle, the l1l01d related issues were segregated into two tracks: itenlS to be 
addressed in the Sh01i ten11 and itel11S postponed for long tenll resolution. The participants at 
l1leebng were assured by the representatives that issues of cross contanlination and 
unidentified areas of fungal growth (particularly on the tenth floor) would be addressed in the 
long ternl efforts. They even went so far as to confin11 that qualified contractors would he 
engaged to look at the sources of contmllination as well as the 1110isture that was causing the 
cOl1tamjnation. lIowever, according to the Executive SU111nlary, the charge to Jacobs 
Engineering was to focus on the nl0isture with no ll1ention n1ade of cross contan1ination, past 
renlediation problen1s, or evaluation of the actual conditions that led to the evacuation of the 
tower in January. 

Section : The characterization of the fungal situation as " .. , sn1a11 aI110unts of n10ld growth in 
a few localized areas on the interior surface of gypsun1 wallboard of the elevator shaft liner ... " is 
a gross n1ischaraderization of the situation. The report notes that growth is prin1arily on levels 
6-9, which indicates that nl0ld contan1ination has inlpacted at least four floors of the elevator 
shaft. While the water danlage and fungal growth was indeed nlore pronounced on those floors, 
I observed eviden~e of visible fungal contanlination all the way down to the third floor. In 111 any 
areas the 11l0Id wcls visible on three sides of the elevator shaft. This hardly constitutes " ... a 
localized areas ... " 

T'he overall descripbon of the 11l0Id problelll in the Executive SUlll111ary of the report not 
the cost of 
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'1'his consistent Ininin1ization of the actual fungal conditions is then translated into a risk 
assessn1ent that parrots the FAA's disparaging attitude toward the concerns raised by occupants 
of the tower: 

"At this tiine, the n11nor Inold condition on a few areas of the elevator shaft wall 
does not appear to pose a health concern to the occupants, but should be 
addressed in the near tenn by cleaning the surfaces with a bleach solution, as 
recon1n1ended in this report, to ren10ve the Inold, and to lnitigate additional future 
growth." 

The Jacobs tearn offers absolutely no legitilnate support for their health assessn1ent. No 
ernployee interviews or surveys were conducted. review of lIledical records of individuals 
who were previously injured during the January n10ld renlediation activities wa.s conducted. No 
recognition was given to the fact that at the tin1e of the inspection one controller was on extended 
sick leave frOln work in the CAB because of recurring rashes on his body that developed when 
he was at work. No n1edical professional was consulted as part of the deliberations. No air or 
surface sa111ples were collected to evaluate the type of 11lold contamination or extent of its spread 
despite the fact that elevator shafts are well known to have a n1ajor in1pact on air rnovelnent 
throughout a building. T'he Jacobs tean1 does not even reference all the previous smupling data 
that was available to thelU that show that fl.lngal contan1ination was widespread in the building. 
Nor does the team even acknowledge that three different atten1pts at substantial n10ld 
ren1ediation had been conducted in the building. 

The recon11nendation that the wall surJ~lces be cleaned with bleach is another indication of the 
ineptitude of the Jacobs tea111 in addressing the 1110id situation. Although a bleach water solution 
for cleaning n101dfrom surfaces is n1entioned in a nUlnber of government publications, these 
references are typIcally directed to hOlneowners, not building owners and n1anagers who are 
responsible for the health of the occupants. Indeed, the EPA's guidance docul11ent entitled Mold 
Remediation in Schools and Commercial Buildings specifically states "The use of a biocide, such 
as chlorine bleach~ is not recOl11nlended as a routine practice during nlo1d renlediation ... " (pg 
] 

contaminati on As 
low cost quick solutions that would inlprove the 
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conditions for the building occupants (e.g, cleaning the 10th floor offi ee, proper reDJediation 
of the nlold in the elevator shaft, etc.) will be [miher delayed while planning for correction of the 
exterior seals grinds on. 

Section 2.1: Throughout the discussion of the activities there is no indication that 
NATCA representatives acconlpanied the Jacobs tean1 or that the representatives were 
restricted frOl11 taking sanlp1es, nleasurenlents, or photographs. This oversight would not be 
important except that the report describes the survey procedures used for the elevator shaft. rrhat 
section states: 

"The elevator roof hatch was opened and the interior of each level of the shaft 
was observed frOl11 a ladder placed inside the elevator cab, where pictures and 
notes were taken by all disciplines." 

The statelTIent ilTIplies that all of the participants were able to participate equally in collecting 
necessary data. As indicated above, this was not the case. 

This section also provides a confirnlation that no nlenlber of the Jacobs teanl conducted 
sanlpling for n101d. 

lA.l.e.: The charactcrization of mold contamination as "111inor surface 1110ld growth 
on the interior shaft liner at levels 6 through 9" is reen1phasized here. discussed above, this is 
an in1proper description of the conditions. 

Section . This section recon1111ends that a nunlber of interior partitions in the tower 
section of the building be renloved. There is no warning given to the fact that n1any of the 
parbtion walls in this portion of the building could have 1110ld contanlination. Inlproper renlova] 
of pmiition walls with nlold would have much worse consequences in tern1S of potential 
contanlination than leaving the1TI intact. 
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: 'The reC01lJlnendation to rebalance the entire does not 
whether the needs to be cleaned, of the past contamination in the building a 
thorough cleaning of the duct 111ay be necessary to renJove residual fungal contanlination. 

, The fact that the elevator acts as a piston to force air into each level of the 
building is noted here,N evertheless, no connection is nlade between the air n10VellJent fr01n the 
elevator and the fact that visible rnold growth is present in the elevator shaft. These two 
conditions cOlnbine to create a situation fungal contan1ination can be n10ved £1·om the 
shaft to all areas of the building. 

: In the discussion of the wall related to the exterior walls the Jacobs 
report notes that "no accu111ulatio11 of 1110isture or mold was idenbfied". Yet the very next 
observation is at odds with this statellJent and to standing water and significant corrosion 
in a wall cavity in the northeast corner of the storage roon1 on the ninth i100L 

: The Jacobs team states that no 11Jold f,ffowth was visible or detected on the 
fourth and ninth floors where n10ld renlediation had taken place, They fail to n1ention that the 
areas where mold rernediation was conducted had been covered with new drywall. This 
covering prohibited the teanl li0111 visually excunining the back side of the elevator shaft wall 
which was previously docUlnented as having significant n101d growth. 

" This section again presents the inappropriate description of the mold 
contamination in the elevator shaft. The team ad111it that direct cause for the current 
areas ofnlinor 111o1d growth on the elevator shaft walls was not detenl1ined", such, the 
primary purpose that initiated the 1110isture inspection was not resol ved by the efforts of the 
engineering tean1. In this section and the three following sections the Jacobs tean1 notes that 
water staining was identified on the elevator shaft wall, ceiling wallboard and pipe insulation 
at different spots the building. The report does not reference current industry studies which 
show that a high percentage of the porous building materials that are water support 

as C'-'LJCLU,,-. even it is not 
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Section 2.2.3BA.:. This section provides general infonuation about the proper response to water 
intrusion incidents. It reaffin11s that qualified personnel should be utilized to address lTIold 
contmuination problelus. It fuliher notes that concealed parts of drywall Iuay reluain dmup, 
allowing Iuold to grow even when the surface appears dry. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Iue with questions about this letter. I mu disappointed that the 
restrictions imposed on NATCA and Wonder Makers during the initial inspection luade it 
in1possible for me to reinforce these criticislus with photographic documentation. However, that 
does not ameliorate the significant problelus presented in the Jacobs report. 

~~:~lY: ~ /)~~ I fr {,."'-'\..,# - ~ .-~ 'I /~ ~ 
Michael A. Pinto, Ph.D., CSP, CMP 
CEO 





Safety Risk Management Plan 
Detroit Metro Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) 

Term Evaluation 

Jacobs Facilities, under contract to the ATDI wifl be performing an engineering 
evaluation of the DTW A TCT. The team will be on site the period June 21 - 22, 
2005. The scope of their evaluation is to visit all spaces within the A reT; survey 
the elevator shaft; and inspect all mechanical systems to identify the source of 
the moisture in the building and to evaluate any associated structural impacts. 
To minimize disruptions at the facility, the elevator shaft survey will be completed 
in a two-hour period between 11 PM, June 21 and 1 AM on June 22. 

This risk assessment is based on a previous assessment where similar risks 
were assessed during a larger scaled project. (Ref: Moisture Remediation Short 
Tenn Project, dated ~Y1ay 10, 2005) 

All known risks based on the following "Project Execution Work Plan for DTW7I 
have been assessed in the attached risk management plan (RMP). This is a 
living document and can be amended as necessary. 





June 2005 

Mr. Pat Foney 
Traffic Controllers Association 
Regional 

210 
LOlnbard, IL. 60148 

RE: Response to the FAA's initial effolis related to their "long tenn" plan for Inold 
relnediation at the Detroit Metro Airport; Wonder Makers Project GC05-5988 

Dear Pat: 

On Tuesday, June21, 2005, I was present at the Detroit Metro Air Traffic Control Tower 
(ATCT) to pmiicipate in the initial building survey related to the Federal Aviation 
Adlninistration' s (FAA) long tenn n10ld relnediation efforts. This survey and inspection of the 
elevator shaft was conducted by representatives frOln Jacobs Engineering, an organization 
contracted to provide specialty engineering and enVirOl1l11entai expeliise. The inspection effort 
was organized and led by Diane Morse - AGL 473. The survey efforts were divided into three 
parts: 

l. general orientation Ineeting and fmniliarization tour of the facility on Tuesday 
aften100n 

areas on 

111easurelnents on 

we 
a second tin1e regarding the ren1aining were told that at 09:00 the Jacobs tean1 
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would reasse111ble to visually inspect HV AC units, observe the exterior of the building at points 
where water Inay be entering, and collect hUInidity IneasureInents. We specifically asked if an 
out-briefing was to be held. Her response was that no Ineeting 'was to occur. She went on to add 
that the only discussion that nlembers of the inspection tearD had to cOlTlplete was a telephone 
conversation withJheir supervisor to get their next assigru11ent. Based on this infonnation, we 
infonned the group that we would not accOlnpany theIn for the next pari of the inspection. Vince 
was explicit in his request that NATCA be infonned of any Ineetings or discussions related to the 
inspection process in which we had participated. 

Late Wednesday afternoon Vince learned of a teleconference where the inspection process in 
which we had participated was discussed by representatives of a nunlber of levels of the FAA. 
None of the pariicipants fronl either the Airway Facilities side or the Air Traffic (AT) branches 
of the FAA provided any advance wan1ing to Mr. Sugent about this n1eeting. Adding insult to 
dishonesty, the ll1eeting participants decided that there were "no urgent issues" (6/22/05 e-nlail at 
2:37 p.ln. frOln Earl to Vimlie and Russ). 

My experiences last week fit the patten1 of inC0111petence and cover-up that have been the 
halhnark of the FAA's response to the Ino1d situation since we becarne involved in January. 
Apparently, the fact that eight people were sickened as a result of the January Inold renlediation 
efforts to a point that they had to seek Inedical attention, and the onset of sigr1ificant health 
syrnptolns by at least two controllers at the tinle of the last renlediation project in May does not 
rise to the level of'''urgency''. 

During an April 27, 2005, infonnational n1eeting regarding the FAA's response to continuing 
fungal conce1ns in the building the AF tearn leaders (including Diane rAorse) stated that the nl0Id 
issues were being addressed in a short tern1 plan and a long tenn plan. At that tinle I argued that 
the FAA was ilnproperly ignoring the evidence of Inold contanlination on the tenth floor and 
other areas of building. Vie were assured that Inold exposures in areas other than those targeted 
during the short tenn reInediation would be addressed as part of the long tenn response. 
However, last Tuesday the project leader went to lengths to describe the effolis by the 
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Please let me know if you can convince the FAA to work with NATCA to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of the structure's current condition. 

Sincerely, 

Michael A. Pinto,Ph.D., CSP, CMP 
CEO 

cc: Vince Sugent 

Enclosures: Instructions to observers provided by the FAA on June 21 (undated and unsigned) 
Hold hannless statelnent required of Wonder Makers prior to participation in the 

June 21122 inspection 
June 22 e-Inail from Earl 
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